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IHTTRRI I FOR ANDREWS!

ANDREWS SURE OF

The Evening Cititen, In Advance, $9 per year.
Delivered by Carrlera, 60 cent per month.
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ELECTION

PARTS OF OUR
s
following official majorities on
received by him this afternoon:
For Andrews Colfax county, 818; Socorro, 300. For I.arrar.olo Guadalupe, 180; Mora, 175: San Miguel,
841, with two precincts vet to report;
Lincoln, 100.

C01TRY

dele-cate-

Armed Mexicans Attack Texas Rangers
Because They Were Not Permitted
to Vote on Recent Election.

OFFICIAL RETURNS FROM
TORRANCE

Delayed Returns From Taos
and Rio Arriba Counties
Make It Certain.
HOPE OF DEMOCRATIC

EX-

COUNTY.

Special to The Evening Cittern.
Torraace, N. M.. Nov. 9. The complete returns of Torrance county on
territorial council and delegate to
congress are as follows:
Andrews.
622; iJirrazolo, 272;
Andrews' official majority, 350.
For council
Dalies. 617; Wiharton. 275; Dalies'
majority. 342.
No official news received here from Lincoln or Otero
counties ca either the delegnteshlp or
territorial council.

ONE MASKED ROBBER GOES THRU SLEEPER ON ROCK ISLAND

Paid With His Life the Penalty For the Crime of Breaking
Up the Purity of Another

Man's Home.

OTERO COUNTY'S
MAJORITY REDUCED.
Special to The Evening Citizen.
Alamogordo, Nov. 9. All the return are in from the precincts of
Otero county and Larrazolo's majority

PERTS GONE GLIMMERING

is 98.
.

Chairman Jones, at Us Vegas, GRANT COUNTY'S
DECREASED.
Sending Out False Telegrams to Special to MAJORITY
The Evening Citizen.
Silver City, Nov. 9. Larrazolo's maKeep Courage of Democrats.
jority la Grant county is 465.
V. B. WALTON.
Secrotarv Committee.

V

Special to The Evening CUIzeu.
Santa Fe, Nov. 9. Reliable re- turns from Rio Arriba county
majority.
500
Andrews
give
Three precincts to 'hear from,
which may Increase It.
Taos county 412 majority for
e Andrews.
Tho republican officials here
figures tho election of Andrews
by a majority of lion possibly

UNION COUNTY'S
MAJORITY

Big Bank Clearings.
Chicago, 111., Nov. 9. Clearings In
Chicago banks In October exceeded
one billion dollars the exact amount
being $1,000,451,400.
This is the
largest total for any month In the
history of the Chicago clearing house.

iyo.

council Eleven republl- 4 cans; one democrat.
The bouse Nineteen republi- 4 cans; four democrats; one doubt- ful.
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2li0
685
818
138
3
257
4319

Tola!

Ctiairuiun Hightower of the repuu.-ricent ml committee of Lincoln
county, wired Delegate Andrews that
In. jiaa 9 majority in that county, with
three republican and one democratic
I'recinct to be heard from, which will
increane Tils majority in that county.
Taking the above figures as corrvct,
find the al:o"ve"rttnrns are practically
ifncial. Delegate Andrews has u ma
jority now over his democratic oppo
nent, Larrazolo, of 1186, and when
Lincoln county is heard from and a
few miming precincts in Rio Arriba
report that majority will be materially
inert ased
VOTE

Kddy

Grant
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582
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STATEHOOD.
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600
700
450
400
300
17
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FV

an Miguel
.

tniuo
Tola:
Majority tor statehood, "o72.
ANDREWS

2767

GAINING
IN 80CORRO COUNTY

peciai to The Evening Citizen.
preSocorro, Nov. 9. Thirty-sevein Socorro
cincts out of forty-on- e
n

county give Andrews 1C24 votes,
9r8. Andrews' majority Is now
tiS. The majority In favor of Joint
itatehixM - near 2.000 by careful
Lar-aioi-

is-

SOME MAJORITIES RECEIVED

IN BUILDING

Suspicious Character Arrested on
Vagrancy Charge Behind
Butcher Shop.

BY JON

E 3.

VIib

WERE

GET

F
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Three Quarters of a Million Concrete Building Caved in! Nothing Happens to Mar the
Without Notice Burying
Dollars Are Taken From
the Pleasure of the StartFully Twenty Workmen.
a Mail Train.'
ing of the Panama Trip.
-

V" v

Second and Third streets at an early
hour this morning.
At he suggestion of Chief McMillin
the sentence was suspended on good
behavior on condition thut Manly se
about the
cured the Job. His
s
regarded
prospective situation
with suspicion, however, anil Patrol
man Salazar was sent with Manly to
Dazzo 8 place to see alout It.
Manly accosted the cook and aked
him if he did not say he was going to
Quit. The cook declared taut
that.
was the first time the idea had ever
suggested to Mill and Salazar
'ook
he loquacious would-be-chl ack to the city
bulldiug. He began
iiio'ber story but was interrupted
vkitn "ten days,
from the bench.
Manly
was sfen
by Patrolman
ling
rou
tiaiisner
tibout the offices
n the Harnett building la.--t night. He
left the building and selected a place
ia the rear of the butcher mioo to
Miep
ueu he was arrested. He de- lars h.. bad ct-- looking for a doc- ef

I

LONE ROBBERCOES

BUILDING WAS TO HAVF.
ARKESTED AMERICAN
ONE WIREL ESS GRAM HAS
ALREADY BEEN RECEIVED
COST $750,000 OR MORE
IS SOON RELEASED
New York, Nov. 9. Onu woman
dead, a man in the hospital suffering
from severe burns, 200 more passed a
sleepless night and are as fhe results
of a series of Incendiary fires in two
blocks bounded by Sixtieth and Sixty-firstreet and Columbus and West.
End avenues early today. Scores of
persons whose lives were endangered
were rescued by tn flremn. In all
there were five fires, every one of
Incendiary origin, between midnight
and 3 o'clock morning. The woman
was Mrs. Caroline Swain, aged 70,
who died of heart failure from frlgnt.
All the houses where the fires occurred were flat houses. Frank Morris,
a vaudeville pertormer, has been arThe ponce alrested on suspicion.
lege tha: Morris was fleen at the
burning building when the fire was
discovered. Morris Is said to be insane.

Norfolk, Va., Nov. 9. President
Roosevelt, on board the United States
battleship Louisiana bound for the
Isthmus of ranama passed out to sea
through the Capes cf Virginia exactly at 6:40 this rooming. The Louisiana was followed by the armored
cruiser Tennessee and Washington,
whicn ure to convoy the battleship on
her southern trip. When some distance off Cape' Henry, the Louisiana
raised some kind of slgnnls which the
United States weather observer at the
capo was unable to distinguish. Nelth-warshmade any stop, however, and
soon passed out of sight. The transfer last night of the. presidential party
In the upper Cheasepeake bay from
the yacht Mayflower to the Louisiana
was without eny special incident so
far as known here. The weather conditions at sea today could not be mare
promising. Wireless messages are
Faulty Structure Causes Death.
expected from the president all along
Long lleach, Cal., Nov. 9. The new the coast.
Uixby hotel being erected
on the
beach here, caved in this morning,
One Wireless Received.
supposedly from weak construction,
oft.
Washington,
Nov. 9. The first wirepossibly
score
men
and
a
are burof
ied in the ruins. The building was of less received at the navy department
American Quickly Released.
concrete. The whole struc- in connection with the president's PaS;. Petersburg, Nov. 9. James M.
In without warning from nama trip came today na follows:
caved
ture
James of New York, who is studying
"Iulaslana sailed from Plney
fourth floor, leaving but
to
basement
the Trades Unionism of Russia, vn one wing standing.
Point about 11 p. m., last night and
wag near Cape Henry at 5 o'clock this
arrested yesterday during the raid of
Met ween twelve and
fifteen men morning."
police on the Trades" Union bureau, who
working,
a
were
were
killed
and
and held Ave hours. Ho was released
on threatening to appeal to the Amer. score or more were Injured. Only two PROMINENT
LABOR
of the dead so far "nsve been removed
ican consul.
LEADERS ASSEMBLED
and upward of twenty injured were
taken out. It is stated that fifteen
Minneapolis, Minn, Nov. 9. A great
BRITISH DIPLOMAT HAS
workmen aro still burled In the debris' many persons prominentin labor
BEEN GIVtN PROMOTION The Uixby hotel
was a huge struc- i.ii ton circles are assembled here at
Uimlon, Nov. 9. EKinel Howard, ture, to cost 750,000.
the exposition which Is being hem
Hiitish consul general ut the Island of
under the auspices of the American
Crete, lias been appointed to' the
Federation of Labor. The aim of Mr.
Mills Closed Down.
Lumber
post
created
of councUter to the
Green Bay, Wis., Nov. 9. Luinbi r Gompers of the federation and others British embassy at Washington, and
'who i limned the exhlibtlon, and openwill be the acting ambassador during mills in northern Wisconsin are all
ed it very successfully, was to bring
being
!
owing
closed
cmin-down
to
the
the interim peudiug the pointment
together tho products of union
being
try
completely
almost
stripped
of a successor of Mortimer Durand. It
In every branch of Industry,
Is denied here that Lord Cruzon will of lumber. It lg calculated that for
to
Illustrate
the superiority which Is
jthe
years
twenty
past
50,000
pines
be appointed ambassador.
were daily hewn, the result being claimed for theso goods, and also to
that mostly all mills here are now demonstrate the growth of the union
dismantled. The question of reforest li'bor movement in the United States
KITCHEN FLUE FIRES
lug the country south of Iake Su-- I since its Inception sixty years ago. At
perior Is now engaging the attention the business meetings held every
night important matters in connection
INFLAMABLE ROOF of Uie state authorities.
wth union labor are discussed by dele
gates who are in attendance from all
states In the union. Though the exDISTURBS SEVENTH
BLAZE IN REAR
OF 217 SOUTH
position is the first venture of Its
FOURTH STREET THIS
kind in this country it has turned out
DAY AOVENTISIS higuly Instructive and successful, owMORNING.
ing no doubt to the help financially
and otherwise given by some 2,000,000
A .small blaze In the rear of Airs. H.
P. Moore's boarding bouse at 217 PATROLMAN
STRAU8NER TAKES men who comprise the membership
of the American Federation of Labor.
South Fourth street ebortly before 9
DISTURBER TO CITY JAIL-- HE
o'clock this morning brought out the
GETS TEN DAY3.
firi- department post haste.
New Steamship Line.
A wooden kitcheu annex built on to
New York, Nov. 9. A new steamLouis Diez de l.eoa (not a descendthe houKe, which Is a brick structure, ant of the Spunlnh
ship line between Philadelphia
explorer
and
caught fire in the roof from a defec- searched for the mythical Fountainwho
of Haiti and the West Indian ports is
flue
tive
and because of the inUainablo Youth (, took occasion to fling
Tenders are
few now an assured fact.
character of the material, the fire e.lttiels around promiscuously awhere
being considered for the construction
g
company ha'l home dlfficul'y in
the Seventh Day Adventists
turbine steamers of
of t wo fctt-e-l
the blHze with chemical ap- holding a meeting oa the street were
capacity and 16 knot speed which
last
square
paratus. About four
feet of the night. The language did not sound will be built at Deleware river shiproof was binned or torn oft by the good to the. AdventlxU and they had yard. The vessels will be adopted to
will probably
firemen. The duma
pinched.
both vassenger and freight
service
not exceed $30, including lu.-- s on coni'utroiman Strausner took him to ai-- 1 will be especially fitted for the
tents. No insurance.
Arrangements
the city jail where bo spent the night tropical trade.
are
tluists t)f the huune were ut break- - uiul this morning Judge Crawford al.-- o being made for prompt transf.iM w'.'eii the fire broke cut uiul it guve him teu days In Jail in
which to shipment to Atlantic liners, as roost of
a
ilea! of
iiccdsiirneil
exeiun.int polish up his vocabulary. Imls
had' Hait la exports, especially coffee, go to
air.oiig tlii in.
iiei-K nopean markets.
imbiitiiit:
Rogew, Russian Poland, Nov. 9.
The Cossacks thus far have been unsuccessful hr the pursuit of the revolutionist train robbers, numbering 100
well armed men who last night robbed
the mall train to the amount of money
eaid to be $650,000.' The station master declares that the revolutionists
hid In the neighborhood first, and
were excellently discipled, their commander giving his orders through
bugle signals.
When the train stopped the men
up on all
armed with rifles
sides. GeiKTiil U'Arms, standing in
front of tiie station, was shot and the
wires were cut. While some of the
holdups overpowered the trainmen,
others attacked the escorts of the
mail car. Three bombs were thrown,
blowing the cars to matchwood, killing five soldiers and fatally wounding
eleven others. The revolutionists
the mall, transferred the money to their own bags, and unfolding
the red flag formed In military order,
marched out of the station, entered
wagons, waiting in front and drove
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VVAS.TOO INTIMATE, HE
SAID, WITH HIS WIFE.

Schaffhauser, a civil engineer In tha
bureau of water, was shot ami nrohnh.
ly fatally, today, by Frederick Iforn- ur'nn, ureman at tne city pumping
station.
Schaffhauser, for the last
year, had been much In the publio
eye, principally as a star witnes
Bgalnst John W. Hill, formerly head
Of the bureau of filtration.
Hornber-ge- r
sent word to ScuUff.iauspr's office
that a friend wished to4ee him. and
when Schaffhauser appeared Hora- -

"

CHAMPIONSHIP MEET

INTERNATIONAL FAIR
OPENED OCTOBER 31
San Antonio, Texas, Nov. 9. Tha
International Fair, which opened her
on October 31st and which will close
on Sunday night ihas been a phenomm
enal success. In addition to the
list of $500,000 special premiums were awarded for many features of vital Interest to agricultural
and live stock Industries. The special
agricultural building of very largo proportion, has been dally packed with
farmers from this and adjoining states
and the exhibits carefully examined
and commented on. This is the elgfnt
annual fair of the association and by
far the most successful.

AMATEUR
New York, Nov. 9.

ATHLETES
The indoor
championship meet of the Amateur
Athletic union of America commenced
in Madison Square warden, tins afternoon and will bo continued tomorrow wien the most Important contests take place. Many of the athletes at tho prominent eastern universities, and colleges and the best
known athletes in rhe country are
among tho entries.
To obtain tne
best performances a track, of novel
construction, has been laid down
which while being beneficial to the
competitors will be a pleasing innova.
tion to the spectators,
in all the
races up to 300 yards, there will be Individual lanes four feet and a half
wide, through which each competitor
will negotiate the race without the
possibility of Interference
or the
the risk of disqualification for fouling
the trial beats and finals. The heats
in the smaller events are being run
today and tomorrow, the final heats
and big events will come off. Among
those competing are John Daly, the
Irish champion distance runner; Geo.
BenJiag, the two mile champion and
Richard Sullivan, the Marathon runner.
In the sTaot throwing contest,
Wesley Coe, the world's record holder will compete with such men as
Horgan and Sheridan the Irish weight
throwing champions. H. R. Leavlit,
the winner of the hurdle event at the
Olympic games in Greece, will compete in this event and W. D. Eaton,
the famous sprinter has arrayed
against him the best talent in the
country. II. E. Glduey, the champion
high jumper of Canada and New England, will defend his honors against
competitors from the Olypmlc games.
1
he attendance Is very large and rec.
ords aro expected to lie broken.

pre-meu-

LARGE GATHERING OF

PROMINENT MERCHANTS
Milwaukee, Wis., Nov. 9. Ther
was a very largo and representative
gathering of merchants, agriculturalists, and prominent men from all
parts of this state at the Good Roads
convention, which was held here today. Col. W. H. Moore, the president
of the association In his opening remarks said their motto was "Agitation, Education, Organization and Legislation tor good roads." The organization has grown to be interstate la
its scope and as its objects for the
general good it has received recognition from the highest official sources.
President W. N. Fitzgerald of tho
Merchants and Manufacturers'
association stated that it was through
the efforts of the Good Roads association inquiries were Instituted la
(he agricultural department,
Washington and largo sums are now being
apportioned for good roads In tha
state. President B. G. Ellis of the
c'hamlier of commerce and others also
spoke.

New Price for Iron Ores.
Philadelphia, Nov. 9. One effect of
the establishment of a new price basis
for northern iron ore made bv the
Hnl-greNorthern Ore deal with the
United States Steel Corporation
is
that Bessraer Ore will be advanced
5 cents a ton and
ore
50 centa a ton. Tho price is expected
to be raised tomorrow.

DALLAS HONORED

OF SAW HANDLES
COME FROM MICHIGAN
Jackson. Mich.. Nov. 9. The mil

MILLIONS

piirixisc.

BY

VISIT OF FIVE CHIEFS
Dallas, Texas, Nov. 9. Dallas was
today honored by the presence of over
six hundred fire chiefs from all parts
or the states, the occasion being tho
annual convention of the fire chief international association. A number of
iterestlng papers were read and dis"Eugino
cussed including one oa
Tests" by Chief O. G. Margenhoff of
Charleston, 8. C. A capital program
of entertainments has been arranged.

1

lions of saw handles that are being
made nowadays come largely from th
apple orchards of Michigan. Trees
that show signs of decreasing produc- tlon are cut down and shipped to mills
t Hartford where over 100,000
of
them tie always on hand . Tho tlnioer
Is tun dried, cut into small sections
and shipped to Indianapolis where It
is made into handles, the timber being particularly well aduptcd for -- iS

shouting;
i"Y6u killed mv wife andt
I'm goto to kill you." When arrested Hornberger told the police that
Schaffhauser had been intimate witH
v
hla wife.
'
BadenbadW, NoTT J.-it "llai,
alltns Stau, a lawyer of Washington.
D. C. who was arrested yesterday in
London and hold for extradition, Is
wanted by the local police on tho
charge of murdering his mothcr-in-Inw- .
Fran Molltor. The motive alleged for the crime appears to hava
been Insane greed for money. It was
known that Frau Molltor, who was
wealthy, had refused him money many
tlmeH. having given her daughter a
considerable dowry and havlag arranged that she should Inherit a part
of her fortune.
Kai

THROllfSH R i 'ft I Ccroc-Kasas City, Mo.. Nov. 9. A lone
rouuer, neaviiy masked, boarded the
rear sleeper eastbound on the Rock
Slater and Glasgow, Mo., shortly after
midnight, and robbed the passengers
of a sum placed between $100 and
$503, and escaped in the darkness.
.The robber boarded tho sleeper at
Slater. When the train had gotten
well under way he entered the sleeper,
where he encountered the Pullman
conductor aid a porter, and at the
point of a revolver commanded trem

st

I

Evening Citizen.
Vegas, Nov. 9. Chairman
Htfet
.ones, of the democratic territorial
. ,t.t ... i'im,.
'or
iveii out tli
r.'r
tu

PROWLING

"I have a Job as cook promised me
ever at Joe Daz.o's restaurant, your
honor," .lack Manly told Judge Crawford la police court this morning when
2,000 he wu.
arraigned on a vagrancy
2U0 charge, "and if you send me
to jail
1600 I will lose It."
Manly had beeu sentenced to ten
97;i9 ilays in jail at the instance of Patrol-maStrausner who arrested him In
the rear of a butcher shop between

Mora

.

WAS

n

AGAINST

Taort

TO QUIT HIS JOB

100
Ci0
a

sierra

MOMENT

d

COOK WASN'T GOING

91)1

Sandoval
?an Juan

ianta

Albuquerque. The other day they be
came member of the Trl Alpha Fra
tcrnal society of the University, and
today did their initiation s'unts on
Railroad xivemue. At 8:30 o'clock, this
morning, they played marbles for an
hour at the corner of Second street
and Railroad avenue. After the mar
ble playing they were stationed at the
principal corners Emmons in front
of the Bank of Commerce and Light
at the White Elephant corner each
with a small white parasol, and when
ladles approached these gallant young
heroes escorted them across the crossings, .holding the parasol over them
as a protection from the sun, and
many a lady wag thus honored, all,
with the exception of one, taking the
matter good naturedly. A large crowd
witnessed these freaks of the Initiation code. After these, the boys don
ned tramp uniform, and representing
veterans, marched through the principal streets asking alms. What in
dictions were imposed on them this
afternoon, to complete their Initiation, have not reached this office. The
"lioss of the society was present this
morning to see to it that the Initiation was carried out and that the new
recruits did not shirk Uieir duty.

10
202
200
200

.

McKinley

ANY

IN ONE NIGHT

AT

C

Atanly Puts Up Glib Talk to
Keep Himself Out
of Jail.

OfSTAIEHOOO

FOR STATEHOOD.
Henuilitlo
Chaves
Colfax
Dona Aaa

I. una

University

4. 50U mons. of this city, are the heroes of

Santa Fe

Sandoval
Socorro
Taos . .T .
Torrance
Valencia

OF REVOLUTION

students. Frank
Two
"9e Light
of Silver City, and Glover Km
110

Dona Ana.
McKinley
Rio Arriba

RUSSIA STILL ON VERGE NEW YORK'S FIVE FIRES PRESIDEHT AND PARTY

THEMSELVES TODAY

Majorities for Andrews.
f'Vilfn.

'Mw

STUDENTS DISTINGUISH

DELEGATE

ON

VOTE

INCREASED.

Special to The Evening Citizen.
Clayton. Nov. 9. Up to last night
there were four precincts yet to be
majority is
heard from.
nnw
nrwl tllHv h lcrefiaprt liv re
pre
missing
turns from the four
cincts.

to proceed ahead of him and wake to
passengers.
The order' wa "obeyed
d he Vys
tematlcally relieved the passengers of
rft.trhc.
their- monPV.
and lnalp j
As he started for the promt our tha
porter slammed the door la his fae.
and locked It. The rnl.Kr.i- - ,nllr.,1 tho.
air rope. Wlille the train was slack
ening na speed, be Jumped 2d disappeared.
Early this morning th
OflicerS Starterl tn trara tha rr,M,r
and as the territory la well populated
ii win ie nimcuit lor him to escape.
According to local officers of the Pullman com nan v thn rrilil.or uran
only $65 and robbed but three paa- nengers. Among those forced to dla-Koree bv tho robber nm t." 11 filnirlo
Kansas City, asslslaat superintendent
of the Pullman company. The rob- per is aescrtued as being tall and
wearing a lone black
mask.

Brownsville, Texas, Nov. 9. A detachment of Texas Rangers en route
To Rio Grande City to Investigate the
assassination of Judge Welch, which
occurred Monday night, were attacked
by a body of armed Mexicans and a
bloody fight resulted." One Mexican
was killed and many were wounded.
Governor Lanhain U rushing troops
to the scene and the situation is regarded as critical. More fighting is
predicted before the troops arrive.
The Mexicans are said to be aroused
over the opposition to their voting at
the recent election.
our Were Killed.
Dallas Texas, Nov. i. A special
from Browses ville says: The Texas
Rangers, under command of Captain
MMMCfl llodawk llodwakwyqlly Hod
McDonald, were attacked last night
near Rio Grande lty by an armed
bodo yof men, with the result that
four of the attacking party were
killed, one seriously injured and two
captured and lodged ia jail. It Is believed that the attacking party belongs to tho same element which assassinated Judge Standley on election
night. Welch was shot Tuesday night
In bed, and his assassination created
great xecitement In Brownevllle. A
dispatch has been tent to the governor asking that troops of cavalry
be sent to Rio Grande City.
Two Wt Captured, ... Houston, Nov." 9. A dispatch from
Laredosays:
..The Texas Rangers
were ambushed iaetvnlght by armed
Mexicans between Fordyce and R.o
Grande City.
Four Mexicans were
killed Jn the fight that followed, one
was wounded and two were captured.
The rangers suffered no casualties.

j

j
j

Mississippi Woodmen Assemble.
Jackson, Mis., Nov. 9. Over live
thousand woodmen assembled here today, the occasion being "Woodmen's
Day" at the Mississippi exposition.
The Hon. J. W. Collier of Vlcksburg.
acted as master of
and addresses were delivered by J. C. Root
of Omaha, Hon. M. Shepperd, Texar-kaucert-monie-

n,

Hon.

ain

others.

W. A.

Frazier

of Dallax

art

Dally

okooooooooo

New York. One son. V. F. Rolilnson,
ha already arrived from Denver. ,
Deceased hd Imra In Kendall.
July 9,
and emigrated to
years
this country when twenty-onof arc. Seven years later ho was
a,
united In marriage to Mary K.
who preceded him 1o the Brave
a number of years no. Of this union
there survive three sons and a daughter, as follows: Mrs. Hattle McCul-loch- ,
of this city: W. F. Holilnsoa, of
Denver, and A. (1. and K. I Robln-son- ,
of Chicago and New York. Another son. SI. George Robinson, long
a resident, of Silver City, died very
suddenly last Derember nt his home
In that city.
Mr. Robinson was an honorable and
valuable citizen and leaves to his descendants the heritage of a Ions and
useful life nobly lived.

THE EVENING CITIZEN
fbHtke

Weekly cy

far trstismhwHon Uirsasfc
fnhWi
ss netmt wa msttar.
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fimt Aftrioii Diipatchn.
Ltrprt City ind Ounty Ctrculallen.
Tlx Lardttt Nm Mfilcc Circulation.
larffpit HnrtMr AH?r" C'rruhtiMt.
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The Attention
of people needing medicine,
keeping a neat, clean,

Made Happy For Life.
Crest haprlness came into the horn
of S. C. Illafr, school superintendent,
at St. Albans. V. Va.. when his little
daughter was restored
from the
dreadful complaint he names. He pays:
"My little daughter had St. Vitus'
dance, which yielded to no treatment
but grew steadily worse uniil as a last
report we tried Electric Bitters; anu i
rejoice to say three bottleg effected a
complete cure." Quick, sure cure tori
nervous complaints, general debility,!
female
impoverished
weaknesses.
blood and malaria. Guaranteed by all
;uc.
uruggisis.

NEXT TERRITORIAL

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY
IT

SHOWS THE REPUBLICANS
WILL HAVE GOOD WORKING
MAJORITY IN BOTH
BRANCHES.

The Council.
First District, Union and Colfax
counties Al. B. Stockton, republican.
Second District. Taos asd Mora
Counties Malaqulaa Martinez, repub- FIFTY HOMESEEKERS
lican.
FOR ESTANCIA VALLEY
Third District, Rio Arriba and San
J. C. Mnxwell and R. A. Riley, Imrepub-licjui.
migration agents of Mcintosh, the
Juan Counties W. O. Sargent,
thriving little town in the Estancla
fourth District, San Miguel, Guada- valley, arrived in Santa Fe Wedneslupe and Quay Counties James Dun- day night after a trip through Kansas,
can, reuulilicaa.
Missouri and Oklahoma, bringing with
fifth District, San Miguel County
them some fifty farmers who are seek'
Charles A. Spiess, republican.
ing homes in the southwest. The
Sixth District, Santa Fe and
purty left Thursday via the Santa Fe
Counties E. A. iliera, republican, Central railway for Mcintosh, in the
if Sandoval county.
vicinity of which trie settlers intend
Seventh District. Bernalillo County to secure homesteads. The greater
J. F. Sul?r, independent.
part of the homeseekers came from
Kighth District, Valencia and Mc- the country near Newkirk and Kildare
Kin ley Counties Jacobo Chaves, re Oklahoma. Wichita, Hutchinsou and
publican.
Lyons, Kansas
Holden, Missouri.
Ninth District, Socorro and Sierra In speaking of and
the party, Mr. New-we'
Counties Harvey tB. Richards, repubsaid:
lican.
"We found it very ' easy to InTenth District, Grant, Luna and duce the farmers to come to the
Dona Ana Counties W. D. Murray,
valley and look over the counrepublican, of Silver City.
try. The
of the crops are harKleventh District, Otero, Lincoln and vested in most
the middle west and the
Torrance Counties Carl A. Dalies, re- farmers have
little to do. There are
publican.
number
could not leave this
Twelfth District, Chaves, Eddy and month but who
who are coming later. We
Roosevelt Counties J. O. Cameron, expect to bring
several hundred set
democrat.
tlers to the Extancla valley by next
House of Representatives.
First District, Colfax County H. C. hpnng.
Abbott, republican.
Had a Close Cat).
Second District, Union County
A dangerous surgical orwration. In
Padilla. republican.
volving the removal of a malignant
Third District, Taos County
ulcer, as large as my hand, from mv
Sanchez, republican.
daughter's hip, was prevented by the
Fourth District, Mora County E. application of Huckleu's Arnica Salve"
11. Blerbaum, republican.
says A. C. SUeUel, of Miletus, W. Va.
Fifth District, Colfax and Mora "Persistent use of the. Salve complete
Counties Elmer E. Studley, republi- ly cured it." Cures cuts, burns and
can.
injuries. 23c at all druggists.
Sixth District Rio Arribacounty
DANCE.
DANCE.
Julian Trujillo, republican.
DANCE.
A SOCIAL DANCE IS GIVEN
Seventh District, Rio Arriba and San
AT
Juan counties Prince Walters, repub- COLOMBO HALL EVERY SATUR- DAY NIGHT. ADMISSION 50 CENTS
lican.
Guadalupe and LADIES FREE.
Kighth District.
Quay Counties Nazario Gallegos, republican.
tJinth District. Santa Fe County
R. L Baca, republican.
Tenth District. Santa Fa and San- lovai Counties E. C. Abbott, repub- -

by

drug store.

We hold their patronage
supplying them promptly, accurately, and at a fair price,
with the best of everything in
our line.
By

Pharmacy
Railroad Avenue and Broadway

SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST

Painless Extracting
ALL

WORK

$C

$1.50 up
50c

fi fU
V

mjf

V

ABSOLUTELY

is

Ro-mul-o

Ra-rno- n

- itcan.

Kleventh District. Veleacla County
Sllvestre Mirabal, republican.
Twelfth District. Valencia, McKln-leand Torrance Counties S. E.
republican.
Thirteenth District, Socorro County
Amos Green, republican.
Fourteenth District, Socorro and
Sierra Counties Robert H. Martin,
republican.
rireenth District, Grant and Luna
Counties H. H. Betts, republican.
Sixteenth District, Dona Ana and
Otero Counties Frank W. Beach, republican.
Eighteenth District,
Lincoln and
Chaves Counties A. H. Hudspeth,
democrat.
Nineteenth District. Lincoln. Eddy.
Chaves and Roosevelt Counties Jas.
Mullins, democrat.
Twentieth
District, San Miguel
County Roque Herrera, B. G. Lynch,
niomon Sanchez, all republicans.
Twenty-firs- t
District,
Bernalillo
County Bernard Ruppe and Fran
Cisco Lucero y Montoya.
y

Aid-ric-

Later returns may change the above
list in several districts, but It Is safe
to say that loth branches of the leg
Islature will be republican.

$100 Reward, $100.
The readers of this paper will be pleas
to learn tnat there la at least one
dreaded disease that science has been
M to cure In all its stages, and that
is Catarrh. Hall s Catarrh Curs la the
unljr positive cure now known to the
tMMKaj rraternity. Catarrh being a con
Milutlonal disease, requires a vonstltu
tional treatment. Itali a Catarrh Cure In
taken Internally, acting directly upon the
Mood and mucous surfaces of the system, thereby destroying the foundation
of the disease, and giving the patient
Mrength by building up the constitution
and assisting nature in doing Its work.
The proprietors have so much faith In lis
urstlve powers that they offer One
Hundred Dollars for nny rase that It
falls to cure. Send fur list of testimonials. Address:
K. J. CHUNKY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by Pruggists, Ihr.
Take Hall's Family I'lU fur
AF- -

FRAY

AT

BLANCO

fatal cutting affrey took place. In
Blanco a town about thirty miles east
of Aztec on the San Juan rlvtr Monday evening lat. Crisastomo Domiciles stabbed Francisco Sancheg several times. The latter Is In a critical
condition and his recovery Is not
to be possible. There have
been personal differences between the
two mn which were increased by a
political fight between them. Domi-que- s
has been arrested and Is in the
county jail to await the result of the
lajnry inflicted by hint upon Sanches.
A

CITIZEN

IN SILVER CITY

JOHN ROBINSON. 87 YEARS OLD,
PASSES AWAY IN DEATH.
John Robinson, one of Silver City's
oldest citlzeus in point of years, died
at the home of his daughter, Mrs.
Hattie McCulloch, ill the western part
of Kilver City, the other day, aged 87
years, says tli Enterprise. Mr.
was quite sudden, as he
In his usual good
had beeu
health up to almost a few minutes
before ln demise. Conpi'MrOu of the
lung ami brain at the chunk of
death.
Funeral
over the remains
were held from the family residence
at 3 o'clock, the remains beiiiK held
to await the arrival of his son from
Kob-iason'- s

dt-ut-

in
Return to office of F.
H. Kent and receive reward.
PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.

the center.

9. 1906.

Rt.1T.

se

i

INTEREST

ALLOWED

ON

SAVINGS

With Ampls Means and Unsurpassed

'".xs
MODERN
HOUSE
THE HIGHLANDS AT A
THIS WEEK.

IN

DEPOSITS

Facilities.

ii

a-- j

Extends to Depositor Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital, $160,000.00.

BAR-GAI-

and

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luna, President; W. 8. Strlckler, V. P. and CashierJohnson, k sst, Cashier; Win. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldrldge,
mon
A. M. Blackwell, Geo. Arnot, O. E.

PORTERFIELD CO.

CtO-awe-

110 West Gold Ave.

A. MONTOYA

Solicits

v
-

J

W

Solo-

ll.

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON. TQPEKA & SANTA FE SY.

SUCCESSOR TO L. T. DELANEY

E8TATE

REAL

FIRE INSURANCE
AND LOANS

215

VV.

GOLD AV.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

ALBUQUERQUE

PROFESSIONAL

ALBUQUERQUE,

CARDS

Ira M.

NEW MEXICO

OrriCERB AND DIRECTOR
JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS
President
M. V. FLOURNOY
Vice President
FRANK McKEE
Cashier
R. A. FROST
Assistant Cashier
H. F. RAYNOLDS
Director

LAWYERS.

scno.

U. m. DEPOSITORY
Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
Depository for Atchison, Topcka

two-stor-

&

J500.000.00
1250,000.00

Santa Fe Railway Company

STATE NATIONAL BANK

,

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

CAPITAL
SURPLUS AND PROFITS,

PRETTY GIRL HAS A NEW
CURE FOR MASHERS

..

.

$100,000.00
22,000.00

Interest Paid on Time Deposits
Safety Deposit boxes for Rent. Drafts Issued on all parts or the Wond

Iay-er-

We Want Your

O. N.

I).

((

:.Iarron.
11.

cams.

Banking Business

DIRECTORS
B. Herndon. I. A. Dye. E. A. Mlera.
J. A. Weinman. F. H. strong. Jay A. Hubbs.

Wra.

Farr. J.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocers

4C-4-

two-stor-

NEW MEXICO

FOR SALE
FIVE-ROO-

CO.

Capital 2nd Surplus, $100,000

Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Hones,
Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AJJD WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, an low as $10 and at high as
1200. Loans are quickly made and
strictly private. Time: Cne month
to one year given. Goods remain In
your posFesBlon. Our ratea are reasonable. Call and see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms S and 4, Grant Bldg.
315 West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Opn Evenings.
On

ATTORNEY AT LAW. 32 F street
N. W., Washlnptou, IX 2. Pensions,
Russian-JapaneIn the first months of the
lands, patents,
copyrights, caveata,
street.
war we had a striking exletter patents, trade marks, claims.
In
FOR
KE.nT Apartments
Par
ample of the necessity for preparation
R. w. D. Bryan.
View terrace,
eight rooms each;
and the early advantage of those who,
ATTORNEY AT LAW, Albuquer-Firs- t
steam
heated, and all other modern Lflue, N. M. Office,
so to speak, "have shingled their roofs
National
conveniences. II. H. Tilton, room 19, iBank building.
In dry weather." The virtue of prepBlock.
Grant
aration has made history and given to
E. W. Dobso t.
us our greatest men. The individual FOR RENT A six room
y
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Office,
as well as the nation should be pre
brick house, corner of Seventh
Muck. Albuquerque, N. M.
pared for any emergency. Are you
street and Tijeras avenue. Inquire
prepared to successfully" combat the
DENTISTS.
Lommorl & Mattenccl, C24 West
at
first cold you take? A cold can be
Tijeras avenue.
DR.
J. E. KRAFT,
cured much more quickly when treat- - FOR RENT Nicely
furnished rooms,
Dental Surgeon.
ed as soon as It has been contracted
$1.23 to $1.50 por week; 25c to COc
Rooms 15 ana 16, Grant block, over
and heforn If has linromn ipltloH In
per night. AJso rooms for lifiht the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
Cough
the system.
Chamberlain's
housekeeping.
The Minneapolis uotn 'pnoues. Appointments made by
Remedv la fa ni mi a for it a nnrna nt
House. C24 South Second street, mail.
colds nd it should he kenf t hnd
Albuquerque. N. M.
ready for Instant use. For sale by all
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
drugclsts.
No. 306 Railroad avenue.
Office
"OR 8ALE.
hours, 9:00 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
FOR SATEleckle?Tafmt"he best p. m. to 5 p. m. Both phones. Apfarm in Bernalillo county. Chas. pointments made by mall.
E. Oleckler.
DR. D. E. WILSON
FOR1' 43 ALE Fine piano, nearly new.
Dentist.
315S. Third street.
Rooms 10, 12, 13, Occidental Life
FOR SAEEeganTKhabe" piuno; Bldg., Cor. Railroad
avenue and
can &iz south Hroadway.
Broadway, Albuquerque, N. M. Ofs.
fice hours, 8 to 12 A. M.; 1 to 9 P. M.
FOR SALE Fine chickens, fine
Colo. Phone, 129.
422 north Sixth street.
FOR SALh Saddle pony; also seconPHYSICIANS.
d-hand
V.
biiKE.v and saddle.
H. McMillion, 211 West Gold
DR. R. L. HUST.
Office, 68, N. T. Armijo Bldg.
Tuberculosis treated with HighVOa SALE Rooming house, 2071-Current and
West Gold avenue, ceven rooms and Frequency Electrical
Germicide. Treatments given each
atn.
day
8 a. m. to 4 p. m.. Trained
SALE All the furniture of a nursefrom
In attendance.
Both 'phones.
four-roohouse, nearly new. In
UNDERTAKER.
Rood condition. 209 North Arno.
FOR SALE 500 beud of mixed cat" Auto, 'phone 316.
Colo., Red 115.
tie. Good stock and all fat. Ad
A. BORDERS.
drrss J. w. Ilenneit, Houck, Ariz.
Commercial Club Building. Black
and White Hearse, $5.
FOR SALE Iots i and 4. block 20,
Eastern addition: level, no water
ARCHITECTS.
courses, wind break to east. In
F. W. Spencer. Room
ouire Ryan, expressman, or
N.
Barnett
RroacUvay.
Building, Albuquerque, N. M. Both
FOR SALE At a sacrifice, if tauVriTt 'hones.
once, a nine-roobrick
CIVIL ENGINEER.
house; bath, cellar, cement walks.
Address P. O. Hox 218 cltv.
J. R. Farwell.
FOR SALE Fourteen-roobouse,
Room 23, N. T. Armijo building.
furnished or unfurnished, electric
NOTARY PUBLIC.
light, city water. 313 S. Third St.
Mrs. M. A. Schneh.
Thos. K. D. Maddison.
r'OR
SALE General
mercliandlse
Office with W. U. Childers, 117 West
business on the El Paso and South- Gold avenue.
western in eastern New Mexico.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Stock $15,000 to J20.000. Fine opportunity for right party. Can ex- Department of the Interior, United
plain good reason for selllns.
Ix
States Land Office. Small Holding
callty healthiest in New Mexico. Ad- Claim No. 2999.
--1
inquiries
drcsa
:
to
p&per.
yll-r- .
this
.;.
Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 19, 1906.
rOR hALL 'i ho Minneapolis house
Notice is hereby given that the folloon Ave years terms. 44 rooms, all
claimant has filed notice
furnished and In first class repair, wing-named
s.-uper moniu; pest pay- of his Intention to make final proof in
ing properly in Albuquerque; must support of his claim tinder sections
be sold, parties going away. Call 16 and 17 of the act of March 3, 1891
or address C. D. Ward, the Minne- (20 Stats., 834.). as amended by the
apolis House, Albuquerque, N. M.
act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stata.,
lng
.
470), und that said proof will be made
i
Nearly-newdinFOR
SALE
"chairs
r
ihinm. ai-n"hiisimn iiawi
and tables, porch settees, tents, before A. E. Walker, probate clerk at
N. M., on December 5,
'ots, mattresses, camp blankets, Albuquerque,
MISS .IOS1 R DAVIS
IHnii, viz: Juan Garcia y Samora, of
sheets, pillows,
kitchen cabinet, Carpenter,
N. M., lor the Tracts 1. 2,
range, fine sets of dishes, silverHow to get riii of th- inubher has
"Good evening, going for a stroll?"
3 and 4, Scclon
19,
Township 11
ware,
gay
one.
etc.
the
use
In
only
asks
two
months
problem
a
all the women in
leen
North, Range 6 East.
at
mountain
summer
On
resort.
sale
Mis Davis gazes at him for a
America have been trying to solve.
names the following witnesses
Thursday to Saturday in vacant to lie
with a blank stare anil then she
prove his actual continuous ad
It remained for Miss .losie Davis,
store
207
Mast
uvenue,
at
Railroad
smiles.
verse possession of said tract for
of Los Angi'les, Cal., to flcl The nioM
east of Hahn's coal office.
"What, neither dinner nor supper?
twenty years next preceding the sureffective iethod.
r'OR
You poor fellow, you must bo starved.
SALE RarlciT
i.u. R. Kelley vey of the township, viz: Francisco,
Miss Davis places no faith In
and sons having sold all their stock Monte., Leonard Skinner, J. M. SkinHere's two bit! for you.
Now run
the irusty hat pin or a along and get a good meal."
lire now offering their line stock ner and Marcf liuo Crespin, all of Carvicious punch concealed in the arm of
ranch for sale. It Is the best Im- penter, N. M.
This method takes all the starch
a trained uthlete.
proved ranch In the country. Ha8
out of "Johnny."
Any person who desires to protest
Mihb Davis depend
two good wells, one of them has against
entirely upon
Ii hits the pike with a long und
the allowance of said proof,
her tongue.
windmill
and Biirfaco tank. It la an or who knows of any substantial reaquicksteady stride and gets away
The masher who uccosik Miss Davis ly as possible, muttering to bs
hlcal
range
sheep
Postoffice, Datil, son under the laws and regulations
himself:
gets his.
Socorro county, N. M. Ranch twen- of tin;
"Oh, you lemon!
You lemon!"
interior department why such
ty miles west of Datll.
proof should not be allowed will be
FOR SALE Thirty acre ranch, quar- given an opportunity at the
ter of mile north government Intime and place to
dian school; two acres good bearthe witnesses of said claimant,
ing orchard with all kinds of fruist and to offer evidence in rebuttal of
six acres cultivated ground aud bal- that submitted by claimant.
ance in alfalfa. Good seven-rooMANUEL R. OTERO.
liaine residence, barn and other
Register.
outbuildings. For further particuWhenever a sore or ulcer is slow in healing--, ami show signs of eating
A Year of Blood.
lars inquire of R. D. Lusted, or adInto the surrounding flesh, it is safe to say that the Mood is infected with
The
ar 1903 will long be rememdress iKistofflce box 158, city.
Some old taint or poison that lias lain dormant awaiting-- t
sancerous germs.
in
the home of F. N. Tacket of
bered
PERSONAL?
favorable opportunity to assert itself lias found an outlet on the face, arms.
Alliance, Ky.. as a year of blood;
i lill-.Rlegs or other part ol the body, and the place has become milanied and
GIRLS are the most which flowed so copiously from Mr.
beautiful in the world.
festered, and a chronic ulcer is the result. When middle Hire is reached or
Get next, TacUefs lungs that death seemed very
I, ,, rr . .1 . m it t i n.l lie;ll
bovs. and join our CorrerillolnU'llCU
near. He writes: "Severe bleeding
nwviHt ami tll vital nnwir aw n:itnr.illv u.u:il...r
ehih. Write' us for particulars. Thu'lroni the lungs and a frightful cough
the
IUU.
"'
". M-- ' .....l b.ougb t me
moles. "pimples, etc.. will b'in to inflame and are soon large, eating ulcers.'
plasters. -The cancerous germs are tooted it, the blood, and
ith tie at
S
CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS.
lotions, etc., keep the surface clean, they are useless in affecting a cure. S.S.,S.
linisl;ln., result that after taking four
OINTMENT is guaranteed t iii,.8 fwas completely restored and
cures cancerous ulcers by going down into the Uood and removing the germs
and poisons which produce the trouble. It cleanses the circulation vt a'.l ' "My case of "thing. I.liud. I51ee
p,rnianen'ly
(nnt,11
a ))nii
'
" '"'
unhealthy matter, and when the cause is removed the sore heals pcun.incntlv
cured." Guaranteed for sore lungs.
"
money
o
r
ic.
blood-sutilv- .
B. S. S. enriches and strengthens the
roughs and colds, ut ail druggists.
and being- purely j
rents and fl. Trial bottle
Ask for JAFCA'S KRACK KrtEAM I'rbvegetable, it is a pleasant, Sate remedy lor young or old, and ulcers oi every
Inc.
Hook on sores and ulcers aud BREAD and take no ether.
kind yield promptly to its curative properties.
medical ail vice fiee.
THE S WIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, CA.
A Citizen Want ad dots the work.
A Citizen Want ad does the work.,
In Time of Peace.

ALBUQUERQUE

MONEY to LOAN

furnished
FOR KENT Three-roohouse, with bath, close In. No. 108
John street.
nouse, furFOR RENT ruur-roonished. Inquire nt 234 North Walter street.
FOR RENT Brick house of Beven
rooms, modern, furnished complete.
Inquire Citizen office.
FOR RENT Pleasant, airy,
rooms for housekeeping. 521
West Railroad avenue. Inquire et
rear.
cottage,
FOR RENT Four-rooat Loekhart ranch. Ten
minutes' walk from street car lino.
-S
R
FOR-EN T0 R- A LE I louse" at 202
North fcdlth street. Inquire at Old
Town postoffice.
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms
for light housekeeping. Mrs. H. E.
Rutherford. 517 South Broadway.
FOR RENT Houses aud storerooms;
also one storehoom and house connected. W. H. McMillion, 211 West
Gold avenue.
FOR RENT Pleasant, airy, welFfur-nlshe- d
rooms, with modern improvements. Apply at store, C22 East
Marquette avenue, comer of north
Broadway.
FOR RENT Several pleasant, uerly
furnished rooms, with bath and
electric light. 319 North Second

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

y

m

p
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f
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mo-nitii-
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CURES o

OF AN AGED

DEATH

B. F. COPP.
ROOM 12, N. T. ARMIJO BUILDING.

PearibfaTpin, diamond

LOST

m

Highland

Full Set of Teeth
Gold Crowns
Gold Filling

WANTED A eirl for general iiouso
work. 2"' North Ninth street.
A KMilon in a wholesale
WANTKI
or retail grocery, tiy a man of ex,
itizen offlco.
perience A lilres
MrniKliert and em
ji
WANTp-IMl
" K"ius nee u reel
ployment
promptlv. Call on, write or phone
Colburn: Kmployment agency. 103
West Silver avenue. Auto Phone 270
;eiiiie:iien8 second-han- d
WANTED
clothing. No. bio soutn jam street,
3uth of viaduct. Senu address and
will call. R. .1. Sweeney, proprietor.
competent clerk, mubt
WANTED--- A
speak English and Spanish and
!!
Correscome
Neustadt, Los
pond a iUi Simon
I. unas.
WANTED To 'I ado bouse and two
lots on South Second St., No. 724,
for proi'iTty i' Long Beach, Cal. Address John Krick, 431 East Second
street. Long Beach, California.
FOR

ll

FATAL CUTTING

NOVEMBER

MONTjUMA TRUST

LOST.

WANTED.

e

OfftalaJ Paper of Bernalillo County
ltd City of Albuquerque.

THE
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CITIZEN.

KnK-land-

Tb Citizen Publishing Company
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EVENING

'ALBUQUERQUE
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cross-examin-

CANCEROUS ULCERS
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ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
J

l

K0C0C000

"OLD RELIABLE."

I THE

ESTABLISHED

1873.

L. B. PUTNEY

o

WHOLESALE GROCER

?

g

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS

4
Q

Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
in the Southwest.

f

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD

AVENUK.

00t040iKtO00
J.

C.

ALBUQUERQUE. N.

M.

BALDRIDGE

DEALER IN NATIVE A NO CHICAGO LUMBER
PAINT Covers more, looi.s best, wears the
longest, most economical; full measure.
BUILDlNu PAPER Always in slock. Plaster, Lime, Cement, Paint,
Glass, Sash, Doors, Etc.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEX.
S

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.
General Building Supplies

SCREEN DOORS
Third and Marquttti

Both Phone

THE

"

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass,

C:nisnt and Rex FlintkaTa RaoTing

First and Marquette

Albuquerque, New Mexico

0f

$

NOVEMBER

FRIDAY,

2LLBUQUEEQUE EVENING

9.

Dip 111

IflPORTMT BUL

KIA

LETIN ON WELL
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Our Prices

PHEN0ME NAL DERfiAN

FIVE
,
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And the Cost and Profit on Two IHundred Indians Are in
Hot Pursuit of the
Irrigated Crops In the
Murderer.
,Rlo Grande Valley.

;jJt
"

are right

FOR COOPER
MEDICINES

OTHERS

WATER

CITIZEN.

j

Our Work
is right

All Kinds Commercial

Printing

Having Added Large Invoices of New Type Faces
and Latest Styles of Papers, We Can Please You

From All Over (he United Stales Startling At
counts are Received of the Unprecedented Results Obtained With L. T. Cooper's Remedies.

All Kinds of Pamphlet and Catalogue Work

'

Armed with a repeating Winchester.
nnd supplied with over loo rounds of
ammunition, and with the expressed
determination in his heart not to be
tiken alive, Justin Head, an Apache- Mohave Indian, who late Wednesday
afternoon killed another Indian near
Cottonwood, In a drunken brawl, and,
upon fleeing to another Indian camp,
1
near Camp Verde, where he demanded
protection from the band of 100
Indians who were pursuing him,
shot and killed three other bucks and
one squaw, because the Indians attempted his capture. Is now fleeing toward the Fort - Apache reservation,
with some 200 Indians hot upon his
Mr. T. H. McGinnits, 2141 Central Ave.,
trail, vowing vengeance for tbe five
O., says:
Cincinnati,
murders if the murdrrer la caught,
"I hare had catarrh, for seven years, and
says the Preseott Journal-Mine- r.
have tried almost every advertised remedy
The Apache, Head, Is about 30
without receiving1 any benefit. One bottle
years of age, described ns being six
Cooper's New Discovery has effected a comfeet tall, rather thin, and of mean
plete cure. I have gained in weight and feel
visage. He was educated at Carlisle,
stronger than I have for years. My head is
and up to the time of killing his first
clear, my appetite good, my food digests
victim, near Cottonwood, was not conperfectly, aad my whole system has been
sidered of a desperate nature, algreatly benefited by yonr wonderful remedy.
though It is now asserted by some of
I am deeply grateful for the remarkable cure
his former companions, that he has
the medicine has effected in mr case."
always desired to emulate that notorSigned: T. H. McGINNISS.
ious bandit of former days, the Apaa
is
was
It
said,
Kid,
distant
who,
che
relative of Head's.
Wednesday, Head Imbibed freely
from a large bottle of whisky he had
obtained from some unknown source,
and becoming engaged In an altercation with a young Indian on a ranch
near Cottonwood, whose name could
not be learned, shot him to death
with a Winchester.
He immediately fled, going In the
direction of another Indian camp near
Camp Verde. Arriving there, he demanded protection from his pursuers,
who numbered over 100. This was refused, and an attempt made, oh the
contrary, to effect his capture.
Head immediately opened fire with
his Winchester Into the crowd of Indians, and as a result of his excellent
aim, three bucks and a ' squaw full
OF
HOW
RUFUS
THE STORY
dead before he ceased firing.
to- j
Head then started on a dog-tro- t
COMBS, AT MIDWAY, KENTUCKY.
ward Fort Apache, with some 200 InSNATCHED FROM DEATH HIS
dians pursuing him, but up to a late
BITTEREST FOE, RICHARD GODhour last night had not been caught.
SON, AT THE PERIL OF HIS OWN
He is a dead snot and it is known
that he will not be taken alive, so
LIFE WHAT THE TWO MEN
that the chances are good for 'him
IT NOW COMBS
SAY ABOUT
adding a number of other victims to
DONE IT FOR
WOULD
HAVE
his list before his career of bloodshed
ANY MAN.
Is Anally ended by a bullet.

of the New Mexico
llHBtia No.
Agihsltaral experiment station entitled "The Duty of Well Water and the
Cost aad Profit on Irrigated Crops In
ihe IUo Grande Valley," contains the
result of a Horira of experiments carried oa daring the years 1903 and 1!K4
with the office of exin
periment stations. United Slates department f agriculture. This bulletin
Is the iret, published by the New Mexstation,
ico agricultural experiment
which deal directly with the duty ot
water ead the costs or Irrigated crops.
In order that interested persons may
obtain a concrete Idea as to the nature
and scope of the bulletin the following
brief rename Is given:
and
1. Very large nreas of arid
semiarld lands in New Mexico, which
caunot bo Irrigated by gravity systems because of various physical difficultly, may be reclaimed by means
of pumping from the underflow.
2. Some of the more important essentials for successful pumping are:
(A) Abundance of good water near
tbe tsarfaces of the ground located in
good water bearing strata.
(B) A pood soil and a good climate.
tC) FaJr prices and good markets
and marketing facilities.
(D) Competent management
and
Jhe application of good buslness meth'
ods.
3. Pumping may be resorted to under tho following conditions:
(A) Where there are no surface
streams from which to draw Irrigation
waters.
(B) Where the surface streams
have eroded their channels so deeply
that the expense of building and
maintaining ditches for the approprla.
tlou of the water would be prohibitive.
(C) Where the streams from which
irrigation waters are drawn flow during only a portion of the growing sea-so-

j
j

D)

DREAD

Cooper's Quick Relief should be used in connection with,
Cooper's New Discovery for catarrhal headaches and in all
cases of catarrhal deafness to open the eustachian tubes and
restore the nerve of the ear to their normal condition.
Cooper's New Discovery sells for $1.00 per bottle; six for
$5.00. Cooper's Quick Relief costs 50 cents per bottle. You
can fret them of

Albuquerque, New Mexico

-
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MORE PERILOUS THAN WAR
Railway Mall Service Has Qreater
List of Fatalities Tban United
States Army.
'

I

Probably few Americans realize that
tbe man in the United States railway
mall service is far more likely to lose his
life than the soldier In Uncle Sam's rtgu- lar army. Cold figures which have ap- peared In two official reports of the government prove absolutely that ha is.
June 30 last
Within the year endi-nonly 24 of Uncle Sam's soldiers, In ail
(tie 65,000 on regular or detached duty.
v

.

New Mexico's Leading
Afternoon Newspaper

By Jessie M. Partton.
Special Correspondence.
Midway, Ky., Nov. 8. "Great r love
nath no man this this, that a man lay
down his life for his friends."
This paBSaso of scripture has been
held to contain tne supreme sacrifice
thnt a nmn might make,
Here at. Midway, Ky.. a quaint little
village In the Ulue Grass country,
there lives a man wiio transcended
even tne teaching of St.. John, the
evangelist.
o
lie is Rufus K. Combs, u
retired blacksmith.
He laid down
his lite for his bitterest enemy. That.

c

well-to-d-

"a; death

after his

CIRCULATION COUNTS.

had been res- were killed on duty in the railway mail lcued , no whlt detra(Ttg
tne gac.
service during that time. There were rifice: He gaye him8elrhla ,ifo for
only lour additional soiaiers wounaeu all he knew without crudelng fully.
so severely that, they died or were freely and completely.
obliged to leave the service on account
today he Is the hero of his town
In the railway mail and the recipient of a silver medal
of these wounds.
service 90 men were seriously hurt while and 11,500 from the Curnegio hero
on duty, besides the 21 men killed. To fund.
Richard Godson, attorney, who was
mal.o the showing still more surprising,
'
373 mall clerks were Injured nu re or saved from certain death, and his
black-Rmltenemy,
G.
Kufns
Combs,
retired
compares
one
thi
lets severely.' If
live two squares apart, on
sirei Kill' nt the corps uf a few tbon.-ait- i
street, in Midway.
clerks with the C.I.i.m.ii mm in the r. pil- Brunen
at twilight on the second day i'
lar armv we will flr.fi that tbe pcrcciitagd of Just
last April a scream of anguish,
ol fatalities in railwtiy mail seivlce is heartbreaking In Its agony, brougut worked over tho two men and finally
much tiifch-- r than dial in active army the people pouring from the bouses In brought them around.
Since that eventful day, wnen
duty. It is prolmble, too. that disease wild excitement."
ventured Into the gas pit to
takes eff a greaitr number of railway
The screams came from Mrs. Kate Combs
save his enemy,
men have made
clerks in proportion than It does solPoynter, fhe
woman who heroic efforts to both
livo down their en-- I
diers. This tiicii'drs the army in tin had reared Richard Godson from a
but with small success.
Hh ill; pines, where there is alway s more
child, when ho, too, was left an orphan mity
"Danged If I like him any better
le!-pub-liwith
Include
not
docs
It
no
roof
trouble.
but that provided y
ir
;than I did before," big, genial Rufus
charity to shelter him.
army officers killed, but they
Combs says, sheepishly, "even If I did
Coming
a.-t
f
out on the lawn to tell her save his life.
hat mail
won:!: M ill not ehang i tie
adopted
supper
son
was readv. she
'lerU s; rvice U more i.anKerous than
"It. was
this; We had some
sciiv. life as a soldier of Uncle Sara. IT found him unconscious at the bottom inferences like
in politics about two years
of
pit
a
containing a gus machine, hlx
"priii c tath her victories no less
campaign.
uiway
"s"
burled In the mud.
than tho?e of war" she aiso has riico
In Midway many of the homes are s')OKe wtu'n we met on tne street, but
'
any
Has
her ingers no less numerous.
with these gas machines. anyone with half an eye could see
of pensioning rurnlshed
cursr
pit
In
n
eight
about
deep and tiwre was little love lost between ns.
uiaiii:.-,arid disabled mall clerk or tlm possibly three or four feet
"Twant much! I Just mado a few
across, a
feet
widows and orphans they leate! Proti-atdvessel filled with gasolino Is kept and remarks In a meeting about something
he has. but if we remember rightly this piped Into the cellar of the bouse. that affected Godson's property and
it has not been done.
Godson had filled the tank, but the mine, and he called tne a liar.
lights did not burn. He said after
"We chawed ovtr our differences
ward that be lifted the cover of the of opinion considerable, and it kept
D
FIGHTING.
pit, w hich wus full of gas.
getting worse Instead of better.
Kurus Combs, two blocks away, was ' 'oousons an rignt. lies a game
Japaiias Officer Tells of Savag Bat
playing croquet with bis children tighter and a square one, but I don't
tle Between Warring Fore
when he heard Mrs. Poyner's cries lik.e him any better than I did before
A Bussian Hero.
He dropped bis mallei and ran the I saved his life.
BOO feet to his enemy's
"Why did I do it?
Why, land's
home. Down
the jilt lay Godson, barely breath- snke, somebody had to do it. and I
It was ten o'clock !d the morning when in
saw coming out of their hiding-place- s ing, with an txcited crowd around. didn't see anyone stirring a man's a
f
a small band of Russian soldiers, There were friends of the unconscious man, even If he Is your enemy.
man In that throng, but all shrank
"I'd do as much for anyone."
inys a Japanese officer, writing In Les- away
Kid you realize that you wre prac- from descending Into the pit.
lie Monthly. That was the beginning
"Good God!
Why don't you gel
.,e
uuuouu b
n'.uiA
,f Ibe tierce onslaught. It was as if somehim out?" his enemy. Combs, ex take when you went, into the nit?"
body bad revived In this civilized day claimed, gazing
U'ombs
was
asked.
around on them.
of ours the scenes from the old story "He's still breathing
i
He twisted his long,
It might be pos- black mus- t ooks. when
ewords, spears, bows and sible to save his life."
thoughtfully for a moment, auu
tache
arrjws were the only weapons of war,
Men looked each other In the face then aswened:
hnd men slashed away at i arh other. It fearfully.
This one plead
"You bet I did! When my nose be- physical
was actually a hand-thard encounter, weakness; that one u wife and family Kan to sting and the humming sound
(t was Just at this time thnt
saw a inat needed htm. Uut no one looked In my ears began to get louder I
Russian officer rise from the ranks, and, to Combs he was Godson's enemy; thought of Mls Klla and the children."
'"aping over the dead bodies of bis men the whole town knew It. Then Combs
Mrs. Combs was a Miss Ella Nora
nd comrades, snd putting Kiiifflf at had a delicate, nervous wife and five MulKn, of Georgetown, and, ainiouga
growing
children, four of them boys, they have been married twenty five
the bead of the ranks, try by his darins
years and have had In all Beven chil- xa nple to revive tho spirit f Pis n.en. who neded his guidance.
"If nol,ody else will go, I'll have to," dren, f he Is still called uiss Ella."
.'gainst the lurid l,m kgn ui;U i t blood
be said, and jumped down beside the acrordine ti, the old Kfntuckv ru.
r.'.v! tire he made a sup rb
licure. alw ay a
in front of his n.eii. hi swor l man whose very existence had liwn torn fha: prevailed In slavery days,
jan affront to him in the past.
"I bud $J50 in my pants pocket, and
ti m i, k ever over the brads
if the j Tliere were cheers that quickly gave I also
thought of that," Combs added,
'Ul'MnK 'en At last this officer rushed way to cries of norror.
l.itd with a twinkle in bis eye. "i was
cat.ing aiways and loudly i:p,,n hi; up Godson's body, but tho Combs
fumes were womb ring whether tho doctor or the
n.en to follow. When
wis within:'. strong aud the rescuer stumbled and under akir would go through me first
feet of our men he turnid his head fell. H struggled up, face purple Hnd v ben I was being
measured for a
' e whether ( is men were obey Ir.g his ey s bulging frmu their sockets.
..n vnoud."
lns!C.i,! f f :Iowi.k t his l.cel,, Iiis grea;
blacksmith strength
be I Richard Godson bin manfully and
r.u n; on each. raised tho unconscious man above hi
soldiers were trst-.p;earnestly tried to bridge ihe gulf of
-- r in
the mad t".vi ;.. rui. aay. Tho own tall bead to within a bot or two 'dislike l.eteea liimsi If and Combs
' t
.
broke l.:s heart.
then the miic bis return from the grave.
4 of the pa's month, imd
Will-'I he frequent allusions to their oil.rt.ed the point cf the twerd he had Wiitchtrs seized the limilin.
t elJ against himself.
just mity angers him and be makes light
An instant later ing bands also ilicw Combs
lot
as he lost, consciousness.
e fell with his heart forced through.
whole Incident, x ept tho brav- Ixmg into the riiuhl
ph
ery of fomhs.
None m readily or so
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Hunger bignal No. 1 conies from tho
kidmy secretions.
They will warn
the kidneys are sick. Well
kidaeya excrete a clear, amber fluid.
Sick kidneys send out a thin, pale
and foamy, or a thick, red.
uriuo, fall ,r sediment and Irregular of
yon whea

HAND-TO-HAN-

j

Higual No. 2 copies from
the back. Hack pains, dull and heavy,
or sharp and acute, tell you of bIck
kiaueyu and warn you of tbe coming

Duller

of dropsy, diabetes and Bright's disease. I Kuan's Kidney Pills cure sick
kldueys and cure them permanently.
J. J. loung of Raton, N. M., passenger cacloeor between I.as Vegas and
Ratoa, says: "I used Doan's Kidney
Pill aad was greatly pleased with the
retails got from them. I had been
haviag- backache and twinges of pain
in toy Lack and also a slight urinary
trouble, aad when I read about Doan's
Kldaey mils I got a box. They cured
mo of the trouble, and I can speak
uigUr of them. I know of a great
many other railroad men who have
used yar remedy with good results."
eile by all dealers. Price 60
cents. Poster-MilburCo., Buffalo, t
New York, sole agents for the United
tats. Remember the name Doan's
aad take no other. 3.
n

I
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LAOIE8 FREE.

ChaDoed Hands.
Wash your bands with warm water,
ii
with n towel and apply Chamber-aiis'E;iUu Just before goln? to bed.
ud a KueiNly cure l certain.
This
salve is Hlao invaluable for sore
itching idles and

s

nip-Pie-
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"AN ADVERTISEMENT IN THE EVEN
ING CITIZEN WILL REACH MORE
READERS IN THE SOUTHWEST THAN
ANYOTHER NEWSPAPER. OUR BIG

j

Nature Gives Timely Warning That
No Albuquerque Citizen Can
Afford to Ignore.

DANCE. .DANCE.
A SOCIAL DANCE IS GIVEN
AT
COLOMBO HALL
EVERY
SATUR-- i
OAV NIGHT. ADMISSION 50 CENTS

The Citizen Publishing Co.

LIKES HIM NO BETTER NOW THAN BEFORE

HIDDEN DANGERS.

.

BY...

CARNEGIE MEDAL WINNER SAVED ENEMY BUT

(ri

DANCE.

...PUBLISHED

Corner Second Street and Railroad Avenue

Wor

rr

CATARRH.

If you are troubled with a foul smelling breath, inflammation and soreness of nasal cavities and air passages and
the dropping of a nasty mucous from head to the throat,
if there is a dull heavy frontal headache and ringing sounds
in your head and you find yourself gradually growing
deaf, beware of catarrh.
Cooper's New Discovery should be taken Internally to expel the catarrhal virus from the system and heal the mucous membranes of the nasal cavities and air passages. It
heals the tissues of the throat and bronchial tubes, and
frees the entire system of aU catarrhal poison.

THE J. H. O'RIELLY CO.,

reaching lands lying slightly above gravity systems, where there
are waste or surplus water.
4.
No perceptible difference, due
to a difference In the temperature of
the water, was noticeable between the
crops grown with well and with river
water. The well water in New Mexico was 8.4 F. warmer on the average
than titan river water used for Irrigation.
5. Of the two series of alfalfa plats
that received the same measured
quantity of water, the series of plants
that received the water In more fre
quent and smaller Irrigations gave
slightly the larger yield of hay during
the season. The difference, however,
was not sufficiently pronounced to
warrant the conclusion, without furth
er trial, that like results would always
follow each treatment.
6.
Ttte largest yield per tucn oi
water was obtained when a depth of
24 laches was applied to wheat and
39 inches to alfalfa, five cuttings of
alfalfa being secured during the season.
7. The results of these experiments
have (ftown quite conclusively that
the yearly profits may bo considerably
increased during years of shortage in
the water supply by supplementing
the river water with well water.
8. Averaging the results obtained
from the crops grown with well water
during the season of 1904 we have
the following:
(A) Uepth of water required: Alfalfa 36.4, wheat 29.6, corn 25.2 and
sweet
tatoes 17.6 inches.
(B) Cost of pumping per acre: Alfalfa JlflfcO, wheat $9.80, corn 96.92
and pweet potatoes $4.91.
tC) Ost of applying tho water per
acre: Alfalfa $1.23, corn 85 cents, and
sweet potatoes 64 cents.
(I)) The yield per acre. Alfalfa 2.33
tous,
81.9 bushels, and sweet potatoes 40,000 pounds.
i IS)
The value of the crop per acre
Alfalfa $35.03, wheat $18.09, corn (Including the stover) $36.27, and sweet
potafeo $170.
HuHotiB No 56, as well as any other
available bulletin of the New Mexico
agricultural experiment station, may
be obtaining by dropping a card to the
undereiKBed.
J. J. VERNON,
Novesaber 6, 1906.
t

The wonderful new medicines. Cooper's New Discovery
and Cooper's yuick Relief, with which I. T. Cooper has
hid such marvelous success in the treatment of stomach
trouble, kidney trouble, catarrh, deafness, rheumatism and
other diseases in every large city and about which everyone
has read numerous accounts in the newspapers, have become
in great demand and have had a tremendous aale; this demand for these famous remedies Is increasing'. From this
very city the aale and results obtained from Cooper's New
Discovery and Cooper's Quick Relief has been marvelous.
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warmly admits tnat as Godson.
"Indeed I am grateful to Combs for
what ho did for me," said Godson.
"He saved my life at the possible cost
of bis own.
"There were plenty In that crowd
that might have rescued me but they
didn't do It. Don t think that I do not
appreciate Comb's heroism, for I do
ther els nothing I would not do for
him. Ho Is Impulsive,
and generous. 1 really never considered him as an enemy; we Just don't
like each other, tnat s all.'
Both men are democruts and are
active la politics.
Combs w,as a
member of the town council for fourteen years.
Last year he ran for
police Judge und lost by twenty votes;
the year before be ran for mayor and
lost by five votes.
Since he was
awarded the Carnegie medal for brav
ery, October 17, delegations of his
fellow citizens have urged him to run
for congress.
Hnl "Miss Ella" ob
jects, and that ends It.
Krlends of the two men tell stories
showing how bitter was tho fight be-- I
reen Combs and Godson.
One tale
Is of a political meeting In which
Combs and Godson appeared with a
wnoio battery or firearms and their
followers
were laden down with
"shootln irons."
Each side spoke
carefully that night and the word
"liar" wasn't heard once.
At another political bonfire, whin
Combs and Godson were speaking for
different candidates on the Bame platform. Godson made some statement
about what would happen to Combs
anad his candidate after the election.
"Never mind, little Richard,' Combs
retorted," rising to stretch his long
kgs anil arms, "I'm no bush rabbit to
bo scared by a llttlo hustlin' in the
grass!"
Tne $l.riio given with tho Carnegie
iiiedil will go into a livery business
Combs intends to start next spring
in ord r to give his boys employment
during the summer vacation.
In the
list of awards made out by the Carnegie commission, Combs Is mentioned
as a cripple. Several years ago a
heavy vliiib; struck him In the
iincntly injuring one of his
back.
kidneys.
warm-hearte-

Famous Strike Breakers.
Tlie ii. i lumiiiis strike breakers in
the land ate Dr. King's New Elfe
W'h- n liver and bowels go on
i'ills
stii ,e, they c;iii kly s ttlo tho trouble,
on.
ami ill'' utit)in? work goes
o.--

riht

licst cure fot constipation, headache
"t nil druggists.
and dlztii''-- -

SJ2
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Naiionml umanuE,

PATRONS OF HUSBANDRY,
DENVER, COLO,
1906.
NOV.
For above occasion tickets will be sold for one far
plus $2.00 for the round trip to Denver, Colorado Springs and Pueblo.
Date of tale November 10, 12 and 13, final limit December 10, 1906.
HOME VISITORS EXCURSIONS TO ILLINOIS, IOWA MINNESOTA, NEBRASKA, WISCONSIN, ETC. Rate on and
fare for round
trip. Ticket on aale Oct. 9 and 23, Nov. 13 and 27. Limit 30 days from
14-2-

one-thir-

d

date of aale.

COMMERCIAL CONGRESS, KANSA8 CITY, MO,
NOV.
1906.
Rata $30.75 for round trip. Ticket on sale Nov. 17,
18, 19 and 20. Limit of tickets Nov. 28. This can be extended until
Dec. 18, by depositing ticket and payment of $1 at time of deposit
AMERICAN PUBLIC HEALTH ASSOCIATION, MEXICO CITY, MEXICO.
DECEMBER , 1906. For the above occasion round trip tickets will
be sold at rate of $42.25. Date of sals November 22 to 28, Incluslv.
Limit 60 days. Inquire at ticket office for full particulars and Horn
TRANS-MISSISSIP-

20-2- 3,

Visitors Excursion, October 19th, to ths

r.

East

E. PURDY, Agent. Albuquerque

D.5R.G.systen)

Illinois Central R.R.
THE 8H0RT LINE

SANTA

Effective December 10,1905
Eastbound.
No. 426.

FROM

fEBRANCH

COLORADO
To--

West bound.
Stations.

No. 425.

St.

Paul, Minneapolis,

Dululf)

pu
AND THE NORTHWEST,
9:40 pm the south and southeast.
:3uam
7:00 nm
Ticket Office, 805 sventeenth St.
12:61 pm
Eapanola
1:26 nm
U:00am Lv. Santa Fe Ar. 3:30 pm Denver, Colo. Phone, Main 1125.
3:00 pm
Barranca
11:36 pm
JAMES CULTON.
4:02 pm
Servilleta
10:29 pm
Commercial Agt
4:32 pm
Tres Piedras
10:00pm
6:45pm
Antonito
8:10pm
8:30 pm
6:40 am
Alamosa
2:11pm
Embudo
12:26pm
Trains stop at Embudo for dinner
To
where good meals are served.
CHICAGO,
MINNEAPOLIS,
Connections.
ST. PAUL, FORT DODGE.
At Antonito, for Durango, Sllvertoi
WATERLOO, DUBUQUE, GALENA.
and intermediate points.
FREEFORT,
ROCKFORD.
At Alamosa, for Denver, Pueblo and
intermediate points, via either the
standard gauge line via La veta Pas.
or the narrow gauge via Sallda, makThe finest train service to the above.
ing the entire trip In daylight and points; also to New Orleans, Mempassing through the FAMOUS KOYAL phis. Vicksburg,
Evansvllle. Ind.:
GORGE.
Also for all points on tbe Nashville, Tenn.; Atlanta, Ga.; Jacksonville, ;'la.. and all other points in
Creeds branch.
A. S. HARNEY, Traveling Freight
I
DANCE.
DANCE.
DANCE.
and Passenger A Kent.
A SOCIAL DANCE IS GIVEN
8. K. HOOPER. G. P. A.,
AT
j
COLOMBO HALL EVERY SATURDenver Colo,
DAY NIGHT. ADMISSION 50 CENTS
Try a Citizen Want ad.
LADIES FREE.
3:00
4:35

am
am

Pueblo

Colo. Springs
Ar. Denver Lv.

11:05

ONE.

NIGH1

ALBUQUERQUE
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FREIGHT RATES

The Citizen on a number of oooaRiong has called
to the fart
Ihe attention ot the business men of the rlty
tbat Albuquerque has been ruinously discriminated
Against In freight rates, both Into and out of the city;
contJmt there la no reaw.n why such condition should
which
law.
commerce
new
interstate
tinue under the
and that
rocs Into effect the first of the coming ,vear; vigorously
Ihe matter should be taken up at once and
looked after by the business people of Albuquerque.
InThe heated campaign just closed caused this vital
the
but
obscured,
temporarily
terest of our city to be
election is over', the heat of contest has subsided, and it
Albuquerque does not now arise and demand her commercial rights it will show a derelict loa of duty never
charged against the Duke City.
The dlscrimlnataion against Albuquerque In freight
city
nites Is chiefly in favor of El Taso. Nor does thatdown
Intend to lose its advantages If combined action
there can prevent it. Here Is a recent document issued
by the chnmber of commerce of that city:
i
"The chamber of commerce of El Paso, by action of
Its board of directors, have organized a freight bureau,
memfor the purpose of fostering the interests of Its southbership and their customers throughout the
west. It Is the purpose of this bureau to check rates,
to ascertain If the proper rate has been, applied and the
Interests of the. customers of our El Paso merchants have
a
been protected. To this end we should consider itrenot
has
he
believes
that
who
every
merchant
favor if
to
expense
bills
'
his
send
would
rate
Jved the correct
matthe cbamtKT of 'commerce of El. Paso, sj that the
- found,
ter could be investigated and if overcharges art- correct
Bteps will be taken for the application of the
rate. To cover the expense of filing and collecting
claims the chamber of commerce will retail fifty per
cent, of the amount collected. Where freight oiiginates
beyond El Paso, the original bill of laftSiK I if Ksslble)
exBhotild accompany the freight bill. If not. then the
act point of origin should lie given. All correspondence
will ba treated strictly confidential. Address all communications to Chamber of Commerce. El Paso. Texas."
Now what is Albuquerque doing? Absolutely nothing. Have we no cause to act? Is not the discrimination against this city actual and oppressive? What are
the facts in the case?' The Citizen at thiswriting will
present but a few. They are mereley temples. Other
facta could be adduced almost without number. Krom
Milwaukee to Albuquerque the rate is 94 cents per hundred. From Milwaukee to Corona, a whistling post stamiles further from
tion on the Rock Island, twenty-seveMilwaukee than is Albuquerque, the rate is 8il cents, or
14 cents on the hundred less than the rate to this city.
The rate to El Paso from any common point is much
point,
less than the rate to Albuquerque from the same
the difference in some cases being as high as ST. cents
per hundred.
Shipping from Albuquerque Is even more severely
Shipping west,
the rate is,. almost pro- handicapped.
.
.
.
1.
rmm AUillit
- niDiUve. 11 COSlg US luucn m amp S"1""
querque to Wlnslow, Ariz., as it does to ship the same
goods from Milwaukee to tnis city, u corns s mum i
ship from Albuquerque to El Paso as It does to ship from
to El Paso.
Chicago, Cincinnati or
These facts are taken from one single line of
tiess, but The Citizen has reatnn to believe that the same
discriminations exist against this city, la all other lines.
If not the same, the discrimination is certainly similar.
How can this city prosper and take the position In the
commercial world which location has given her, when
handicapped by such arbitrary rates?
- The Citizen again, as several times before, calls on the
Commercial club to take action, to organize a committee,
whose business shall be to look into this matter at once,
And provide for such representation' before the Interstate
Commerce Commission as shall secure for Albuquerque
tier Just rights in the matter of freight rates both Into
ind out of this city.
If the Commercial club has subordinated Its commercial functions to its merely social, features, then The
Citizen would suggest that certain leader in the whole-ralbusiness of Albuquerque, such as George Arnot, W.
R. Whitney, J. Korber, Ernest Meyers, Ivan Grunsfeld,
WV s Hii,pfll
(as railroad man) and a number of
others whom The Citizen could mention, at oace form
themselves into a Business Men's organization, with
' themselves as the nucleus, to look nfter this most Important present interest of this city.
e
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n
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For the seventh time in uninterrupted succession, beginning with 1894, the republicans have carried congress.
From 1858 to 1874 a similar and somewhat longer suc
cession of republican congresses mark the history of tne
country. The present year's success will prove of vast
benefit to the whole country. It means continuance of
prosperity, good wages for working people, protection
at home and expansion abroad, the carrying out of
Roosevelt's Ideas of reform, and everything good or deferable in American conditions.

Indon papers consider the vote given Hearst in
New York, as indication of popular discontent with the
enormous aggregations of capital witnessed in this
countrty in the last few years. The general feeling in
America, according to these papers. Is that the trusts
and their methods must go. The Citizen believes that
this Indication of disapproval, which the English papers
so clearly see, would have beeu much greater but for
the assurance entertained by the' great masses of this
country that President Roosevelt Is the best onp to contend with the evils complained of.
The Wall Street Summary for last Monday said that
"in all directions shippers are claninioring for cars of
every description, but the railroads are powerless to
meet the demands. AH kinds of seasonable goods are
going forward In aa increasing volume, but the railroads
are unable to cope with the sitiiati'iu, and a vast, amount
of freight is piled up In warehouses awaiting transportation on all lines west of the Chicago gateway. There
Is enough business in sight, according to the leading
traffic officials, to keep u II lines busy to at heir fullest
capacity until the middle of the next year."
The New Mexican wants to know: , "What is the
with electing territorial district attorneys by the
people? If not. why not? The time f ir this Innovation
iu the Sunshine territory seems to have arrived." The
New Mexican also says:
"Again, as In every campaign
for forty years, the county of Valencia is In the front
rank as the leading republican
in the Sunshine territory. Score another one tor that county niH
for Hon. Solomon I. una. republican national column
from New Mexico."

matter

lee-ma-

Japan has shown a decided intention of owning the

natural products of the earth umf the means of their
transportation.
It proposes to owu the trusts Instead ot
allowing the trusts to own the mikado's government. Ilu'
when the little brown fellows think they can also own the
vchools of the United States, there Is where they slip tip.
A sovereign state controls its own schools.
Chicago intends to spend J i,miii,
in new school
buildings. New Vork, the other day, appropriated $8,ouo
000 for new schools. Albuquerque needs something along
the same line. No town or country ever found its schools
tou good, or its expenditures in that line too generous.
An exchange s;iys that if Andrew Carnegie really
wants to die jtoor, he might endow a lot of country news,
papers. He could not do a better thing for the world at
large, and he would rob payday of its terrors for a bunch
of I In best and most patriotic fellows on earth.

At this writing The Citizen ;iil believes that Delegate Andrews has been
to congress, though tho

margin is disappointingly small.

When In Dallas recemly i hal an unexpected
portunity to learn nt ftrt hand of the growth of the
poulty Industry, says a correspondent of the ndiamt)olls
Star. A friend of mine had hem ordered to Texas tor his
health, and after traveling abnit In the stale for some
time, sojourning In several of the lnrge cities and health
resorts, he had finally decided that he would. make bis
home in or near Dallas, ills health demanded that he
should be. in the open air as much as possible, so he
chose a Bmall comfortable home In ihe out skirls of the
city, with sufficient land to allow hint u vegetable ns well
Its a flower garden and keep a few chickens.
He soon found that he had more vegetables and eggs
than his family needed and opened negotiations with bts
provision dealer for the surplus. He became intensely
Interested in poultry mixing and began experimenting
with fine breeds,' get ti ng such excellent results that, he
finally decided to sell his home anil buy land in the
country within a few miles of Dallas and establish a
poultry farm. This he at length had equipped to his liking and it was In his attractive country home that. I
found him when I journeyed out from the city to renew
show me
my old friendship. Naturally he was anxious-tover his farm, and I was equally anxious to go.
li was n perfect revelation o me, for I bad no Idea
t
of what a "poultry farm" would be the fine,
hen houses, the wire fenced yards, the incubators and
brooders of the very best designs that the market affords,
all sorts of devices for the care of the chicks, supplies
and foods in the greatest variety, and, lastly, the thriving vegetable garden and fields of alfalfa and grain all
these went together to provide for the wonuerful variety
or hens, roosters, pullets and chicks, which my friend
displayed to me with justifiable pride.
"How can you nfford all this expense. Does It really
make you returns on the money Invested?" was my perplexed query.
"1 wish I
My friend smiled genially as he replied:
could have Invested my money in years gone by so that
It. would have yielded me the returns that I get from this
farm. I would be a rich man today."
Amounts to Many Millions.
"Tho poultry industry in Texas is yet in Its Infancy,
although last year the returns from it touched the
mark. Farmers In Texas, like farmers in every
other state, have always had hens to supply their family
with eggs and an occassional dainty bit of meat, perhaps, and have kept a sufficient quantity to permit the sale
of eggs and fowls to the nearest grocery, but it Is only in
the hiBt few years that they have realized that poultry
raising on an extensive scale could be made profitable."
"What caused his awakening?" was my next quesop-

W. T. MeCREIOHT,
Buaineai Manager.
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tion.

"First ot all tho growth of the cities, which made a
Then the wider cirlocal demand for eggs and fowls.
culation of literature on scientific poultry raising and the
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Our Clothing

A.FTEB REPEATED FAILURE CALIFORNIA ENTERPRISE PATS.

Union Made

O

Interesting rnrticulsia of an Indus
try That Ks Bern 'transplant-

0

ed frr,:;i Foreign Tropical Countries.

We sell Union Made Clothing because It

v

i na.1 9 ma up.

Our garments are made by well
y Manufacturers

years of constant
After
financial loss in ostrich farming and
tlu swallowing i'l of several Englishf
'"" and' $jr.n.-Chmen's fort ii i,
each, the i;nlu try has become one
f the most tnoiitable In this region.
r.ys the li:nn.i (Cat.) Review. The
South Paail t'ii ostrich farm, which
used to be a ios' r by about $15,000 a
Us
year, has bee. mi'' a money-make- r.
owner, Kdwin t'awston. formerly of
Imglanil, cleared over $15.(100 during
the year ended September 1.
an Idea that an
Most pMip'e b.'iv
oitrich Is l iiirknl of its plumage by
holding the cJant bird down with
straps and ropes, while an attendant
pulls the feathers Indiscriminately
from (ho bird's back and wings. Hut
I arvesting
ostrich feathers is a scientific operation that demands experience and care, lest birds costing from
lie ruined for wealth
$800 to $l,",,i
production.
When a plume Is ready for Its
plucking it is know n as ripe. The ostrich expert goes over the flock, carefully selecting from it birds whose
feathers show that the ripening of
the plumes has set in. Then the birds
ure separated Into Rocks ( f 12 and 14,
where
and confined in little inclo-nrethey may not run about a d damage
When ail Is
their valuable plumage.
rrady for the season of fjather plucking each ostrich Is cajoled by a basket
of food hel.l before it out of the
with its mates into a narrow
passageway built of heavy boards.
Front and rear gates are closed. and
the great bird is a prisoner between
walls of planks that reneh to its back,
end where there Is no room for It to
move in any direction. A cloth bag
is thrown over the ostrich's head and
the creature is fast in the toils of the
feather harvester.
About half an hour is spent in
plucking each ostrich. There are
three men in ech plucking crew.
They stand upon a platform outside
the pen where the ostrich is held fast,
r.nd with a dozen
scissors
and appliances for stanching blood
that may How from the bird;s torn
llsh work diligently, (.'are is taSen
to leave enough feathers to protect the
smaller reathers, which will grow Into
plumes by the next plucking. In the
early days of ostrich farming in
southern California little attention
was given to these details, and in con-s- i
qnence many birds died.
Most of the tail feathers are pulled,
not cut off, because
they reproduce
bitter than on other parts of the
and because they are so short
that the extra inch or two gained by
not snipping the feather is a matter
of several dollars more profit. Each
plume when cut or pulled is laid In a
d
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On Our Garments!
We ask no more for our cican, well mad,
other stores ask for "Sweat Shop" work.

TROUSERS... $1.75,
SU,TS
OVERCOATS

mm,

Mi3u8i"--1

KU,

O

"

the best

Look for the Union Label

i

1

,

6

O

Clot bin

(jlan

$2.00, $2.50, $3.50 to $5.50 '
$10, $12, $15, $18 to $25
$10, $15, $18, $20, to $25

o

Hats, Furnishings, etc. Union
prices.
own
??UI
'"tew. Mr. Union Mas. ,v
Made Clothing.
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o
o
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Clothing,

Furnishings
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Rugs, Crockery, Glassware, Furniture
Do

You Know

Z about our sales of furniture
on the installment plan?
You can just have your
home if you want it. A
dollar or two a week and

odd-shap-

excellent facilities for transportation to more distant
markets which the new railroads have afforded.
"At first there was a great deal or hesitancy about
its done.
introducing new ami fancy breeds, for men were skeptidifthe
on
cal of the reports which the journals made
ferent varieties. Gradually the more venturesome began
to experiment, and when others saw their success they
THEN AGAIN IT'S BETTER TO BUY
were willing to try also. Where they had been able to
get an average of about one egg a week from a ben of
FROM A PLACE WHERE YOU CAN-GEthe common sort, from the new breeds they found lhat
EVERYTHING FROM THE SAME
the eggs quadrupled in number. Today you will find that
STORE, AND SAVE RUNNING SEVERC 0 P
C
the
of
at
least,
f
few,
a
can
every
of
boast
farmer
almost
AL ACCOUNTS.
TRY IT.
white Wyandottes. Plymouth Rocks, or white Leghorns."
"Are there litany such poultry farms as yours In
Texas?" 1 asked, wonderlngly.
"Indeed there are. and many that are far more exHouse Furnishers
I House Furnishers
S
tensive. You evidently don't realise that Texas poultry
MM..
and eggs and Texas turkeys are shipped - In carload lots
to the nearby states and to Chicago, New- York and Bos-to- ( lean box. 'i
While the feather harvest Is proEach year the demand grows larger, and tho poultry farms are constantly Increasing in size and number. ceeding the ostrich keeps up an lnces-t-an- t
low roaring, and but for the
tightness of the pen it would kick the
WILLIAM MclNTOSH, President
T. C. NEAD, Treasurer aits' Manger
'.SOLOMON LUNA.
I lank
hoards into slivers. At last,
FORECAST OF RADICAL SUGwhen the pluckers have done." the
gates are opened and the bird rushe
GESTION IN NEXT MESSAGE
out Into the inclosure to Join its mates.
Then another ostrich Is cajoled Into
OCXXXKXXXXXXXKXXXXXXXXXX?
the narrow pen, and the gathering of
.attention
Is
much
attract
certain to
An article that
other feathers goes on.
Congress
and cause wide comment is one entitled, "Is
The plumage of the older birds Is
to Regulate Swollen Fortunes," in Ridgeway's, the new eemuninated second-clas- s
the marweekly, by Merrill A. Teagne.
kets. The older ostriches are kept
analysis
an
granted,
Teague
Mr.
from
takes It for
l;;rgf!y for breeding purposes. A few
of the president's speeches, that in his forthcoming mesefctrlches In Southern California are
sage President Roosevelt will urjje upon congress fed- n.ore than :!u years old. and there are
eral control of money employed In Interstate commerce, records of Nubian ostriches that hare
and federal limitation of swollen fortunes by means of lived 70 and more year.
a government Inheritance tax.
Ostrich farming is unusually
Think of these two proposals. They are the most
iliese days. All the southern
radical enunciated since the days of slavery. The pro- California ostrich farms that were
posal of the inheritance tax does not take away fine's losing money steadily a few years ago
breath so much as the other. A majority of the slates lave do, ill!,-- , and trebled their numHut con- ber of ostriches and increased their
have already passed an inheritance tax law.
sider what it would mean should the government step land holdings. Some $7ik,0im) is now
up to Mr. Rockefeller or Mr. Morgan and say:
"You invested in ostrich farming in this
and the annual output of feathhave money employed In the steel trust which does an
Interstate business. Very well, you must do thus and so ers has grown to be over lloo.ttiiu.
The success of California ostrich
with It. And you must pay the government a good part
of the profits of the business." The mere mention of fanning has come largely from an
of an ostrich incubator by a
such a program will doubtless be sufficient to cause the
champions of "vested rights" to throw a series of spasms. M.iing woman in 1894. In ostrich lo-chile economy ihe male sits upon
But this Is what the president has said It is "our plain
the nest of ce.es laid In the sand, ocduty" to see done.
Take as a concrete illustration of a swollen fortune casionally relieved by the female.
In Ihe hot Nubian deserts this plan
that of Marshall Field a hundred millions of dollars
left to a boy in his 'teens. Plain arithmetic shows that, works admirably. in on a little farm
barring all speculation, the Held estate in half a century in the colder ili'.nate ,,f California,
will amount to more than five billions of dollars more where ihe birds dock together, the sit-O. D.
has so much to distract It from the C.
than three times as much money as there is In the
ties'
ihat
ihe
eigs are frequently alUnited States today. The statement Is almost stupefyScientific Optician
ing; and It is the contemplation of the danger that re- lowed to gei cold at night. Then fore
a whole annual setting has often been
sides in these swollen fortunes that moves the president
lost The incuhalors have remedied
to put forward his
idea of controlling uud
aud now the percentage of
taxing the money in use and limiting its future bulk by ali this,
loss by infertile eggs is less than ten
an inheritance tax.
per cent.
$1.50
Per Gallon
Verily we are etering upon the discussion of some
revolutionary programs. An income tax proposal is a
Large
on
Orders
Special Prlc
Loves Ceremony.
milk and water offering beside tho president's radical
I. It lie
Kdward ,,f Wales, the
of the city
part
any
to
Delivered
ideas.
Yet is it the choice between this limit at Km of grandson Prince
of the Mi k ie Kitgland, is said
swollen fortunes, as proposed by the two forms of tax- to
have a great liking for ceremony. He
ation, and out and out socialism? Many, including Theo- ha.-- given orders
dore Roosevelt, evidently think so. Mr. Teaguo's article Mar'homiigh hou.-- ethat the policemen at
shall salute him at.
Phone Colo. Red 92.
Is exhaustive and will amply repay exhaustive reading.
least three timet, a day, and he loves to
march through the grounds Ju.-- t to receive their salutes. If ever this attenIRRESI5TABLE MAGNET .
Outside the streets seemed to palpitate with heat. tion is neglected, the royal lad is much
The very dray horses seemed far spent with their labors Offended.
in the fag end of the dog days.
EYES TESTED FREE
We keep the quality ot our bread
Forgot His Nam.
Some men allowed themselves to display the lasMagistrate Why didn't vou answer 114 CORRECT FIT GUARANTEED
situde they felt. All save this one man. Who determinto the highest. This is possible
up
Ave., Albuquerque, N. M.
Railroad
edly sat at his desk and waded through the mass of cor- to your name?
by using;
Vagrant
-- Heg pa riling, jedge, but I for'
t
A
f
v
i
respondence needing his attention.
Away up north ho
knew there was a clean smelling log bungalow of which go! woi name gave las' nijrht.
The Best Flour,
"Didn't you give your own name?"
he was master.
He could close his eyes and feel the
The Best Labor,
call of the greut Inland lakes. He could almost smell "No, Jedge, I'm travelin' iueog " N.
and breathe the clean, fragrant plaey air. His fingers L. Weekly.
The Best Methods,
twiched for the Imaginary fishing rod.
1
BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
Dry Plact.
Director
and
Licensed
Embalmer not only in mixing and baking, but
Funeral
Hut with a frown he dispelled the visions and once ' Itain has never been
$6.60
PER TON
known to fall iu
more went back to work that meant the pilling up of ffjiiiqiie, J'eru.
Automatic - tea
also in taking care of and selling
BLOCK
BEST
AMERICAN
Phnn..
Colorado, Blk 29
run her thousands of dollars upon thousands.
6.50
PER TON
best
A clerk brought in aa envelope containing
Cornir Fifth sad Railroad Awou the bread. If you want the
a little Sells More
of
Balling's
Bread.
Chamberlain's
you'll
Cough
have to use
sheet of paT on which were scrailed the words:
Remedy Than of All Other
"I am homesick f ir my dady.
HOHS."
Put Together.
TICKETS BOUGHT. SOLO
PIONEER BAKERY,
Oilier mail was pushed aside. The man flow tied at
Mr. ThoH. (leorge, a merchant at Mt.
20T BOUTH riSTBT BTttBXMr.
AND EXCHANGED
the little message. Then he smiled, as he beat a tattoo
Ontario, says: "i have had the
on the desk. Then he used the telephone
Association Offlea
for a few local uKeney for Chamberlain's Cough
BIG LOAD OF MILL WOOD
moments, and an hour later the clerks knew the chlet Itetnecly ever since it was introduced
Transactions
$2.75
AND
$2.25
FOR
Into Canada, and 1 sell as much of it
was really going to take a vacation up north.
Cuarantaad THE ELITE ROOMING HOUSE
as
do
ull
of
I
other
lines
on
have
You see, the call was Irresistible.
It was the old "i
put together. Ot the many
ROSENFIEID'S, 1 1 8 W. R. R. Ave. NEAR POSTOFFICC AND DEPOT
powerful magnet of tl little child's lovi the cleanest, do. tdndvea
ns
guarantee, I have
purest, sweetest love in the world; the love that knows ""t had one under
I
bottle returned.
can
No. 118 West Sliver Avenue.
502 SOUTH FIRST STREET.
Hot guile, nor wiles, nor deceit; the love that is unbouglit
personally recommend this medicine
L. F. STUCKEL HAS HIS STAR
O. E. GALLOWAY. Manager.
a
I
and un purchasable; the love that so often makes men
have used it myself and given it
TIN SHOP LOCATED WITH RAABE
renew their faith in human kind when things look black 'o my children and always with the
KEEP OUT THE COLD WINDS. & M AUGER, 115 4 117 NORTH
FEE'S HOT CHOCOLATE,
best r. Milts." For sale by all drug- SEE
WINDOW
FOR
HUDSON
est.
DFiUG STORE.
FIRST STREET.
GLASS.
!
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PROTECTS SETTLERS
People Surprised Conspiracy
Indictments Were Returned
at Roswell.

next five or six years this land will
be worth ."..V) to 7H) per acre, or-us
that Is the prevailing 7rlc for
chard lands now.
"Thousands of acres are being put
into alfalfa, corn and other crops,
Mr. Medler declared.
"While I was there I took a spin In
a dls'rlct
an automobile through
twentv-flvmile long and six miles
wide, where there were nothing but
orchards, alfalfa farms and cornfields.

val-leIs estimated that tne l'ecos
which Is onlv In Us Infancy, Is
now producing crops
f.v u.m
at from :.oi...nnii to
valued
are
E. L. MEDLtK KtVIEWS CASES
"The orchards at present yield fruit
crops that are valued at from $1.".( to
Assistant United States Attorney $175 an acre per year. Alfalfa crops
will average from $:tto ,4n tier acre.
Also Booms the Pecos
Excursions Carry Homeseekers.
"From one to three excursions carValley Country.
ry homeseekers and land buyers Into
tin valley every month,
said Mr.
"and all the lan' in the arbulled Stan's Medler. belt
K.I.. .Mi.mII'T. iis.si.-labrings from JlTi to $!' per
law' night from tesian
at toni'-)- , ntrlvorl
acre. After a well has been sunk,
K:,
:!. where lie lias I't'en prosedemonstrating that water run be serin inn certain coiisplnii y cases be- cured for purposes of Irrigaiaicn, the
Stales Jude V. H. Pol"',
fore
double In value.
of the Kin h federal illsU iet rourt ' lands
"Hut these indications of prosperity
He was iimiKted by
New Mexico.
valley
Attorney V. S. Hateman. of Konwell. are not confined to the Pecos
xpecial e,mnel in the eases. Major alone," he concluded, "but In the PanW. H. 11. Llewellyn. I'nlteil Slates at- handle of Texas as well.
"In that country where once you
torney, was In Hoswell on court busiride for miles without seeing a
ness for a few days prior t:) the trial could
cases. .tit took no habitatalon, now every quarter secof the consplrac-ation of land, almost, has been settled
active part In the. prosecution.
Excursion trains enter the
Mr. Medler. who consented to a In- upon.
at the rate of two or three
terview by a reporter for The Even- Panhandlecarrying
hunreds of people
ing Cliixen. this inornlnp, reviewed a week
Values
of homes and land.
Ihe recent trial at Hoswell and then In quest
have gone up from $2 to $3 an acre to
talked Interestingly of the growth and $18
and $20 for the same land.
development of the l'ecos valley, "
"The Influx extends over to Roosedestined to bewhich, he declared,
and Union counties, in
come one of the wealthiest sections velt, Quaytoo,
and along the line of
of New Mexico, "and It has good rea.
The settlers
son to lay Just claim to that distinc- the new Belen
of the best class
tion at this time," he said. "I secured are composed mostly
320 acres of land down there myself, of people from Oklahoma, Kansas,
It Is
and orpect to put ta an orchard upon Missouri, Texas and Illinois.
who
It." Then Mr. Medler took up the not the agricultural classes alone
are Interested, but bankers and profes-siona- l
,
conspiracay cases.
men, and people of all classes
The Conspiracy Cases.
and conditions are turning their at"Indictments were returned by the tention to that part of the new southfederal grand Jury against George west."
Roberts and Beven other defendants,
cattlemen, who were charged with
running Walter Greer and John
Sample, two homesteaders, out of
the conntrty, compelling them to
abaaadon homes they had taken up
Harper, Harmon, a son of Sol Haron the public domain with the ultian employs of
their mon, for many years
mate purpose of perfecting
Santa Fe at L,as Vegas, In the
The maximum the
homestead entries.
general store department, is in the
penalty is ten years in prison, or city
visiting his brother, who Is a
$5,000 finei' or both, in the discretion
Santa Fe employe at this place. Harof the court.
"The trial of the cases, whlcih have per Is a fine draughtsman and has
been, on for two weeks, ended last ambition to be a newspaper cartonlst.
W. li. Alexander, who has been In
Tuesday, when the jury brought in a
verdict of not guilty, after being out the' city for some weeks, spending
for fifteen hours.
The death of C. most of that, time as night liar tender
the
,M. Bird, clerk of the United States at the Zelger Cafe, has bought
court at Roswell, interrupted the trial Monte Carlo on Railroad avenue. Mr.
'
for three days, and then there were Alexander made many friends at the
other necessary delays which strung Zelger, and there Is little doubt that
It out for a fortnight.
his new venture will be a success.
"A peculiar circumstance In connecThe marriage of Frank M. Barnes
tion wtththe Jury's verdict is that one and Miss E. Rose took place In tills
of the accused, who desired to turn city yesterday after which the couple
state's evidence, is missing and off- left for Poncha Springs, Colo., where
icers of the court are searching for they will make their home.
Ir.
him wtth a bench warrant.
ltarnes Is a mining man with headquarters at Needles, Cal., and Miss
Evidently Didn't Know It.
"From the surprise and excitement Rose was also a resident of that place.
which greeted the announcement that
Governor Hagerman and Attorney
tho federal court would take up the General W. C. Reld returned to San. matter. ql. dylvjng those homesteaders ta Fe yesterday afternoon via the nu-off their' "claims, ft' was evident "lhat
mobile line and the Santa Fe Centhe people down there didn't know tral railway from Roswell, where they
they wrere violating any law of the went to be at their legal residences
United States.
That tney could be In order to cast their ballots Tuesday.
charged with conspiracy to deprive
J. P. Steel has retired from the
a citizen of the United States from Reliance
& Construction comexercising his rights under federal pany and Electric
been
has
succeeded as man
laws to peaceably settle and reside on ager for the company
by J. F. Sykes,
a part of the public domain was a formerly
with the Albuquerque Gas,
new and novel proposition to the peo- Electric Light
& Power company and
ple In that section of the country, no
lately with the Colorado Telephone
doubt," siiiiliinrly asserted Mr. Med- company.
Mr. Sykes came to Albuler.
querque last April from Waco, Texas.
Dispute Over Waer Rights.
ilon. I.. Bradford Prince of Rio
il
"Evidence in the case developed
county, is In the city today on
that Greer and Sample had gone into business.
says the natives of
the Guadalupe mountains with a his precinct Hevoted",
almost to a man,
bunch of cattle, to reside. Some time
l.arrazolo, but voted the county
after a dispute arose between Roberts for
republican ticket. It is the opinion
and Greer over settling rlghs uopn of
Mr. Prince that Rio Arriba county,
a certain water hole clo.se by.
he has no official report, has
"After the disputes Kol;rts called a although
meeting of a number of citizens In the given a small majority for Larrazolo.
A. Bradshaw thought there was a
community. Thirteen of them then
went to Greer's house, and not find- leak in the gas pipe ai his home 1124
ing him in, eleven of the. men inter- West Railroad avenue last evening
cepted him on his way home. Some and to find the same be "felt" along
words passed between Greer and the the pipe with a lighted match, me
men and the homesteader was struck leak was discovered with such vividover the head with a Winchester rifle ness that Mr. Bradshaw did a quick
and knocked unconscious for several get away for the nearest fire alarm.
hours.
promptly resThe fire department
"Upon regaining his senses be was ponded and the blaze was extinguishtold to leave tho country, and one of ed without serious damage.
the men, a deputy sheriff, by the way, aoksyseHatfiman
assisted him down the rough mountain
H. C. Packer, of Fort Collins, Colo.,
That night he departed last night for Fort Collins
trail to his home.
departed and removed his family aft- with the. body
of W. C. Darnell, who
erward.
was run over and twtlly mangled by
"Greer presented the case to the a Santa Fe train in the yards at Wll-larterritorial grand jury and was
N. M., on the Belen cut off, as
by that body that it could do chronicled in The Evening Citizen.
nothing.
He was advised to take Mr. Packer was among the companthe matter up with the federal au- ions who were with Mr. Darnell at
thorities, which he did.
the time of the accident and wag a
White Cap Notices Posted.
"The defense brought out that there biihliKKs partner of tu decease.
This afternoon, at the pleasant
hail been gome white cap notices left
on the door of Roberts' home prior to home of Mrs. J. F. I.uthy, corner of
Hie time of the assault, and that the Railroad avenue and Arno street, Mrs.
meeting of citizens whs called for the Arthur Kearns, who Is 'here from Los
purpose of discussing the notices and Angeles, received a number of her
the committee was chosen to wait lady friends whom she knew when a
upon Green to see. what he knew resident of this city a few years ago.
about them.
Since the death of her husband, who
"It was patent that neither Greer was a former Santa Fe ticket agent
not Sample, had been invited to the here, Mrs. Kearns tias made I.os Anmeeting in' the first instance.
In geles her home, and she is here now
fact. Sample accidentally happened by visiting friends.
the meeting place und was advised by
Ciinitalaiio Roybal an employe of
a numler of those in attendance that
he had better excuse himself, us he the I'nited States Indian school here
was not a reliable party to take part left yesterday for Las Cruces on receipt of telegrams to the effect that
In tue proceedings.
"It took the Jury fifteen hours to his father, Felipe Roybal, had been
decide upon a verdict. It was during killed there on Wednesday night. No
the trial of the case that the prosecu- particulars were obtainable yesterday
tion nolle prossed tho case aKainst beyond the suspicion of the young
one of the defendants, who said ne man that iiis father who was a pardesired to turn state's evidence, lie tisan In politics and who was Intensewas sworn as a witness, but when ly interested In- - this campaign, had
called upon to testify he was missing. become involved in some dispute on
A bench warrant was issued to bring the subject and had thus lost his life.
him Into court for contempt, but he
Hubert' C. Dorheckter had sold his
has not yet been apprehended.
well known railroad men's restaurant
"The case aroused general Interest at :i05 South Fir6t street to Otto
over Chaves and Eddy counties and Henry Klelnwort
left this mornthe proceedings of the trial were ing Tor Estancla and
where
he will ocKrom the excite- cupy a position
watched closely.
as
house maround
I
ment aroused down there
think it rl, mist for the Santa Fe Central.
Beht safe to assume that
there will be fore leaving Mr. Dorheckte rstopped at
no more homesteaders or other fit this office to express
his appreciarun out of the country in that tion of
Evening Citizen as an adpart of New Mexico, deMiite ihe Jury's vertisingtho
medium
the hale of las busiverdict.
ness having been effected
oley
Conditions in Pecos Valley.
through an advertisement in this
"The people in this part of New
I.
Mexico have no idea of the advance
the i'ecos valley has been making In
The Knights of Columbus gave a
the last year or two," continued Mr. iiireweu reception last night in St.
Medler. taking up the conditions of Mary's hall to Mr. and Mrs. T. E. Gar-gugeneral prosperity which piwail in
previous to their removal to Denver, Colo. Mr. Gargan is grand knight
that part of the territory.
"During the past year.'" !e. went of l lie Albuquerque council ami has
on,
"there have been over .4,1 miu been imminent in the work
the
acres of land subject lo irrigation put order throughout the territory. of The
into apple orchards, and within the reception was larg ly a'tende.l
and

it

lit-r-

eil

was rendered the more enjoyable by
a musical prosrahi
which Included
Messrs. Haiold and Hay Teynor of
Chicago, Robert O Heron, Eugene
Conrojr and others.
Refreshments
also were served and a speech was
made by r. F. Kelcher, who referred
In a complimentary
manner to the
good work done by Mr. Gargan for
the Albuquerque council and voiced
the regret or the members tit his contemplated departure.
Mi. Dr. O. W. Harrison of 3.13
north Fifth street gave a "Seeing Albuquerque" party this afternoon
In
honor of Mrs J. E. Burr and Mrs, W.
F. Kays of Csrbondaie, Pa.
These
ladits me he guests of Mrs. It. W. I).
Ilrynn of w F'ark avenue, tne for-- ,
nier being a sister of Mr. Bryan. Besides these ladies and the hostess, the
party consisted of Mm. R. W. D. Bryan, Mrs. W. J. Johnson, Mrs. W. B.

(iiilders,

SHOPPERS

New-Mexic-

cut-off-

Mrs. O.

ATTEST POP-

ULARITY

I

1

Mrs. E. W. Dobson,

Marron, Mrs. O. M. Broks, Mrs. B.
Roiby, Mr. A. A. Keen and Mrs.
A II red Grunsfeld.
Trimble's tnlly-hwas called Into requisition
as a
means of transport and an enjoyable'
t
and Instinctive rip was taken to the
principal points of Interest about the
city. After tho drive lunch was served by Chef Goetz at Zeizer's Cafe.
N.
S

L.

OF HIS STORE

KEMPENICH. IN
BUSINESS
HERE SEVEN YEARS, CATERS
TO PUBLIC.

Attesting the increased favor wi;h
which the offerings of I.. Kempenlch,

the popular merchant, liave been received, one has only to ouserve the
number 'of ladies who visit his store
at 222 RailftTad avenue every day. Mr.
Kempenlch, who. lias been In business
here during the past seven years, has
been alive to the tastes of the Duke
City ladles and his store has grown
In favor acordlngly.
The display windows which nro'al-way- s
a criterion of the stock from
which the prospective buyer can make
a selection, are an attractive feature
at the Kempenlch store. This week
one of the windows contains a fetching arrangement of trawn work and
linens while In the other a general
showing of men's and woman's apparel Is made.
The Kempenlch stock contains a full
line of ready made clothing, shoes,
hats, caps, gloves and furnishings for
everyliody, conspicuous among which
are attractive wearing apparel for Infants and pretty dress trimmings.
These will be featured In a special
sale next week. Watch The Evening
Citizen for the display announcement.
One thing upon which Mr. Kempenlch prides himself Is the
of his corps of clerks who
are eager to wait upon you and display anything In the s'ore you happen
to fancy.
Looking For His Bike.
Welller of the Units ilfold
company appeared at the city building
this morning to see If ho could not
identify his stolen bicycle aciong the
number of wheels tho police have
rounded up. He left without finding
the machine. Welller's wheel, whlcu
is a "Rlgby," and almost brand new,
was stolen
ago and he has
been unable to get any trace of it.
David

Ar-lio-

pa-1-

EVENING. CITIZEN.
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i Amusements

Cut this out and take it to any drug
store and get a free sample of Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets.
For t.lliousncf-and constipation they
are uiieqtiiled. 'I hey Improve tiie
Kireiigtnen
the digestion and
regulate the liver and bowels.
s

DON'T FORGET OUR
BAKERY.
ALWAYS LOTS OF GOOD THINGS
TO EAT FOR YOU. QUALITY THE
BEST.
THE JAFFA GROCERY CO.
"Good Things to Eat."

Fresh oysters at the Monarch
cery Company.

Gro-

We do it right. ROUGH DRY.
perial Laundry Co.

Im-

Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK
BREAD and take no other.

KREAM

Live turkeys,
ducks, hens and
springs at The Monarch.
Fresh in tomorrow Concord and California grapes. Pomegranates, Persim
mons, head lettuce, cauliflower, etc.
The Monarch Grocery Company, '

THE JAFFA

OOOO0OOOOOO0C
FINE SHOW COMING
WEDNESDAY. NOV. 14.!
With a record of three months in
New York, three months In liiila- deldhia and three months In Chicago,
"The Maid and the Mummy" begins
Its second season by playing practically all return engagements.
This
merry musical melange by Richard
Carle and Robert Hood Bowers, has
made a success as ppontaiieons as
thnt of "Florodora." Its success is
not surprising, as It contains Hll the
elements that go to make It a pleasing
and popular entertainment.
"The Maid and the Mummy" is in a
class by Itself. While It Is popularly
classed as a musical comedy. It Is not
such In the Klrlct sense of the word.
It has many of the dements of musical
comedy, but It has In addition ninny
of the best points of burlesque,
The
and light opera.
dialogue Is brisk, clever and
the music Is of the haunting
kind that Is whistled and hummed by
the audience ns It files out of the
theater, and the company Is second to
none in general excellence. Then the
This
chorus must not be forgotten.
lively aggregation consists of thirty
people, mostly girls, and girls that
are good to look upon. Two carloads
of special scenery are carried and the
costumes are the best that money and
Ingenuity can provide.
The libretto of "The Maid and the
Mummy" Is by Richard Carle, one of
America's most, celebrated
and the music is by RobMr. Carle ulso
ert Hood Bowers.
Is responsible for "The Tenderfoot"
and "The Mayor of Toklo," two of the
big successful musical comedies now
on the stage. In searching for materials Mr. Carle hit uikiu, the elixir
of life theory and the result Is a
plot tif which the following is a general outline:
Washington Stubbs Is an
whose theatrical ventures
have proved so unprofitable thnt he
has been forced into other business
for a livelihood.
At the time the
story opens he Is engaged In the curio
business and Is selling his theatrical
properties
as genuine antiquities.
Business is very bad.
Dr. Ellsha
Dobbins, a scientist, fondly Imagines
that he has discovered tho elixir of
life and Is in search of an Egyptian
mummy upon which to experiment.
Stubbs hasn't an Egyptian mummy In
stock, but that fact, doesn't worry
him. Ho palms off his property man,
unsuspecting doctor.
Boliver, on-tDuring the second act everything
leads up to the great experiment
which ends the play and which, naturally, when It comes off, quickly undeceives the doctor.
Incidental to the story of the
mummy are two stories of maids and
their love affairs one an actress,
Trixie Evergreen, who wishes to
marry Stubbs, and the other the doctor's daughter, Flo, who Is In love with
klssing-craza
Brazilian,
Don Romero de Calianos. Of course,
both of these love affairs have a pleas,
lng termination.
The principal musical numbers in
the first act after the opening chorus
are "My Gasoline Automobile," "Flo,"
"The SaleBlady," "Sad Experiences,"
"The Poster Diversity" nudVOh, Gee,
Its Great to be Crazy," and In the sec.
ond act, "My Egyptian Queen." "I'm
so Dizzy," "The Congress of Nations
In Ragtime," "I Fell in Ive With
Polly" and "Peculiar Julia." At tie
Elks opera house, November "14.

Grocery Comp'y.

j

"Good Things to Eat"

IFURNITIIJIBE!

actor-manag-

Exclusive Designs, Finest Workmanship, Durable Fin- -'
ishes, Beautiful Woods for BED ROOMS, DINING
ROOMS, PARLORS, HALLS, LIBRARIES and DENS
AT REASONABLE PRICES

WANT YOU TO KNOW
WHAT WE MAKE IN OUR
BAKERY DEPARTMENT AND
WE

Now

OUR

RUG DEPARTMENT it a revelation to those who
visit It, becauae of the oreat variety of Domestic Runs
"
from the beat loom.

ALBER T FA BER
If you wish to qualify for business
you should attend the

WE MAKE

THE BEST OF
EVERYTHING AND GUARANTEE WHAT WE MAKE TO
A FEW OF
PLEASE YOU.
THE SPECIALS FROM OUR
BAKERY DEPARTMENT.

BUSINESS ARITHMETIC
CORRESPONDENCE
COMMERCIAL

SPELLING
SHORTHAND
TYPEWRITING

Spanish

Write or call for full
Information.

of the Albuquerque Business College
Llbrmry Building,

Mat-son'-

Albuquerque, New Mm x Icq

.

STOVES
STOVES
BASE BURNER

Eat Krack Kream Bread

Only in Use Two Months- - Perfect Condition

New and

Jaffa Grocery Co.

Second-han-

BORRADAILE

"Good Things to Fat"

&

GO.

FRENCH BAKERY
ELKS' OPERA

213 WEST RAILROAD AVE.

HOUSE

STEVENS & BOWYER, Proprietors m

Thursday, November 15, '06

1J

UTTER NUT

Better

H. H. FRAZEE
PRESENTS
THE BIG FUN SHOW

Uncle
An

Everlasting
Success

Than

CAKES
Alwaye on Hand.

Home-Mad-

All City and Outside Orders Promptly Attended to

oooototK

DANCERS
AND

The telephone make
the
dutlea lighter, tha carte leee,
and tha worrlea fewer.

COMEDIANS

Perkins

See Uncle Josh at
County Fair
if

Watch for Big Parade

YOU NEED

nnurrnT"'

000a0ao-00-

The St. Elmo

HOUSE

JOSEPH

One Night Only
!

NOV.

14

J

BARNETT,

2 0 West Railroad Avenue

-.-

....

Se.iu

'ii

THE HIGHLAND LIVER

at MA'l SON'S

BAM BROOK

BROB..

PIONEER BAKERY

'

Proprietor
(Sjtcfesor to Bulling Broa.)

SIMON BALLING,
CAKES

A

SPECIALTY,

We desire patronage eud we
207

guar

antee first clasa baking.
South Mret Street. Albuquerque.'

!Bi

SAMPLE A NO
CLUB ROOMS

I

"Sadie" for mountain partita and
at special rates on week day.
9 Phone 604.
No. 112 John SL

illco Hotel and Bar
No. 111 North Flrat

j

I
.

Street

LENCIONI, Proprietora.
iELLI
iNES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.
l
From 10 Cent Up. Lunche
Put Up for Travelera.
Rooma By Day, Week or Month.
.

THE CELEBRATED

O. F. O.
VJHISKEY
Bottled In Bond.

Rrotl.

LIVERY AND BOARDING 8TABLE
SADDLE HORSES SPECIALTY.

a; 9 o'clock.

'I !.o

WEDDIMS

Wines, Brandies. Etc.

PRUSSIAN POULTRY AND 8TOCK FOODS, FRUITS AND VEGETABLES.
ORDERS TAKEN AND DELIVERED.
501 North Flrat Street.
Both Phone.

L

Monday, Nov.

i

Grain, Groceries and Fresh Meats,

cal Extravaganza

MUSIC LESSONS.

have purchased the Joneph K. Johnson Mock of luinlluiv at
...
.
'IT auu
.....I V1U
01.1 ow.,. oruuuu1 Mrcci Hiui will conduct the business as I
.hi
have in the pabt and solicit tho patronage of all
f .Mr. Johnson's
ciiMoiucra as wen as my oia customers at 323 South Second street
where I have conducted a second Inmi umi.
is.. ..u-- . ti.r .., '
i ne K(miiik
iioin ins piace win u- - moved 10 my new ore and I will
conuuutj both the new and second liaiiil lnihl.it nu a well as the re- pariiiR of furniture ami upholstering in the new
iriuii
I'jnk- nig niy old patrons lor past favor un. hopl.i 10
Hi m all al fhe
new place, I leliiain .
Kespec'lllllv vours,
('HAS. I.. KEITM2K.

Prop'r.

Finest Whiskies

0O4OOO64O4Oe0
I
J. F. RALMER
Hay,

Richard Carle's Merry Musi

s.

HOME

Mall Orders Filled Same Day Rcceired.
BOTH PHONES
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

Seats on Sale Wednesday, November 14

WEDNESDAY

YOUR

O'RIELLY & CO.
J. H. leading

Band

Price 60c, 75c and 91. OO

ELKS' OPERA

IN

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

the

Hayseed

The telephone preaervee your
health, prolonge your life and
protect your home.

A TELEPHONE

five-roo-

I

T.

Convenience - Comfort - Security

SINGERS

Josh

t

BUSINESS CHANGE

FINE LINE OF

JJRKAD

FORCL.xC-- ' IFICATION.

'Io

i 117 Gold Avenue

1HEY ARE DECEIVED.

The Maid and the Mummy
1'rof. X. DiMauro,
Ihevi ilinlst,
sives lessons on the violin anil mandolin. OuiirantecU
hi In- - tho best
WANTED Woman for general house teacher In Alliuoiicniuc. Anyone
work. 815 West Copper avenue.
lessons address Hcneral delivWith .1 ca.--t of unusual merit and Highland Rooming House
FOR RENT Nicely furnished
room ery, city.
to gentleman only; no health seeker.
WAR K EN as the MumMRS. M. E. HEINDL, Prop.
JUST RECEIVED
Address "OH North Walter street.
CITRON
Scen(joigeousCo.stumes,
my.
FOR SALE
JUST
ACROSS
THE RAILROAD
modern,
ORANGE PEEL
nouses, rhap; part cash. 1301 Fruit
TRACKS ON EAST R. R. AVE.
and Electrical Effects.
ery
LEMON
PEEL
avenue.
SHELLED WALNUTS
FOR SALE Second hand base burn
New Building, New Furniture, Steam
SHELLED PECANS
er, covered wagon, double 'harness;
ana cvorytning connected
SHELLED FILBERTS
nai
also Jersey cow. 13ol Fruit avenue.
With the Place Brand New.
AT MALOY'S.
Prices, 50c, 75c, $1.00 and $1.50
ROOMS BY DAY, WEEK OR MONTH
TOO LATE

Ranges

d

HaMaHBHBBaHaMHnMHaSHemeKBKBUBaaaHHaXXaHIBrVlIKHHBAM

MAIL ORDERS FILLED THE SAME DAY

-

Nov. 14.

LAW

AND

AND LOT8 OF OTHER GOODS
We WANT
YOUR TRADE.
QUALITY
THE
OF OUR
GOODS WILL MAKE A REGULAR CUSTOMER ONCE YOU
TRY THESE GOODS.

fire-eatin- g,

melo-dram-

BOOKKEEPING
ENGLISH

he

Po-sh-

We offer thorough
couraea in

DAY OR

Fruit, Cocoanut or Chocolate specials, tier doz
15c
Fruit Bars, per doz
10c
Cheese Straws, per do-'- .
10e
Spice Cakes, nut top, each.. 30c
Layer Cakes, each... 25c to 60c
Fruit Cakes, per lb
40c
Cuq Cakes, Iced, per doz
20c
Raised or Sweet Doughnut i,
per doze
10c

er

RETURN VISIT OF
"UNCLE JOSH PERKINS."
That richly prolific rural comedy-dram"Uncle Josh Perkins," Is down
for a return visit to Albuquerque on
November 15. The play of which
"Uncle Josh" Is the central figure
possesses merit of the real sort and
at times is roundly
and strenuous, and teaches a good,
wholesome lesson all the way through
the four acts.
The atmosphere of
both farm and city life saturates the
play, connected by a pretty tinge of
romance, coupled with brusque masculine sympathy and natural country
attractiveness.
Its priniltivenesg Is of
the fields and Is as free from Impurity
as the crystal springs, while the characters used to typify the city folks
are Interesting rtnd far removed from
the ones usually worked in by the
dramatist to Jiolster up
The character of "Uncle
"
is one
that the auditor never grows weary
,
rugged-nesaof in its repetition, it Is full of
honesty and sincerity and at
times quite picture'que,
combined
with that native Yankee shrewdness
and simplicity so characteristic of the
New England farmer.
"Uncle Josh"
will continue to live and amuse long
after some of the later day stage
characters have been forgot ten. The
play has been given a complete new
scenic- equipment for the coming tour
and many novelties in ihe way of
stage mechanism and light effects are
brought into requisition.
High class
and high priced specialties, by artists
engaged specially for their fitness to
furnish nunilers which harmonize
wiih the play, are Introduced from
time to time through the various acts.
Taken all In all it can safely be said
that the visit of "Uncle Josh Perkins"
to Elks' opera house will be taken
full advantage of by playgoers and a
bumper house will doubtless greet
him and bis clever band of entertainers.
Seats are on sale at

.... Staab Building

Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0

Bids

author-comedian-

melo-draniat- lc

TONIGHT.
Dr. McClary of New York City will
give his famous le1ure at the Congregations! utiurch .on "The Mission of
Mirth," commencing promptly at 8
o'clock.

PAGE FIVE.

The Geo. T. StaggCo,
Distillera.
KKANKFORT,

KY.

MELINI & EAKIN
Solo

Agent.

Albuquerque,

N. M.

Automatic Phone, 199.

HERS
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1

$2 Outing Flannel Sacque
very dressy style, for . .

$1.75

Long Kimonds in Japanese
effects, $2.50 kind, for..

$2.19

I

IN THIS . WEEK'S
SPECIAL WE WILL
SELL YOU ANY LADIES' SWEATER IN THE
HOUSE, ALL COLORS, ALL STYLES, INCLUD-INTHE VEST EFFECTS, FOR 25 PER CENT.
OFF THE REGULAR PRICE.
KINKLEDOWN, A NEW EFFECT IN EIDER
DOWN, WE HAVE IN NEARLY ALL COLORS
AND AN EXTRA GOOD QUALITY,
WHICH,
FOR THIS WEEK, WE WILL SELL THE SOc'
GRADE FOR 45c THE YARD. THIS GOODS IS
JUST THE THING FOR CHILDREN'S COATS

We are offering this week a 75c Out
ing Dressing oacque, very JQ
pretty and new, for

If

NOVEMBER

Good Thread, 3 Spools 10c

1

CorrpSint'l"nci'
Thai
.1. H v.
Princeton. N
conspicuous
d'rlnccton will
spotlight center or Me Trnl1r rld- - j
i
'!
t
Iron In the warfare '"
prctly Ri'W rally recoEnin 4 hy follow'
erg of the early names
Considering the rfcor.ls of th. clev
ns of Ylo and Pnneet m t!ies,. two ;
teams arc very evn na'chcJ, ana
on Nothe game lietween tl'.em hero
vember 17 should prove ii liutlle ronl.
The Tigers have Ken wrlmmamna
fiercely under the direction of Coach
W. A. Rooer, nntl the en I of the train- ing season finds a eood from of husky
flayers In excellent trim.
Tho new hunch of foot hall rules
suit the Tigers down f the ground, as
to tho
they are quick to
r.nj et more
coach's call fir sr
Hix-cia-

FRIDAY,

FIGHT

BIGGEST

THE
FOR
PRINCETON REAOY
BATTLE ROYAL OF TMI9 YEAR
NEW RULES SUIT PRINCETON
A HEAVY LINE ANO SOME RIS

CITIZEN.

EVEX1X0

ALBUQUERQUE

'V
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AND CAPS.
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j

J B. McCormlck, Princeton rn,l I.hcIs,
Cooney or Princeton al.oui to kick a jsnal. tl
tine to! tu.

l

In

treat form this year.
li;n k i;i

In

tiir

gnme

in

1

.need.

set of backs
l
Princeton iias a
and a line which can throw more than
half a ton of brawn nnd hone Into
In a charge. In the line up arc
Oionev, Herring, Stanard,
Kheinstein and inllon. All except
uiiomatoln linvn been varsity stars be
fore. He has fought his way up nfur
three years on the pcruli. McCormlck
last year's all American fullhid bade,
way
lias already begun to pluage
j
through to greater gridiron fame.
ixtweii
Captain Herbert
iuuu
learned the game as a boy at Kxeter.
For three years he has held ata strong
guard.
place on, the Jersey team
Ho Is getting loyal support from his
men Dillon's work has never boen
he
of the "grand stand" variety, but
.niiM niwavs be relied on to steady
the line and no sensible captain ever
6ends bis men against that particular
defenses more
spot In Princeton's
han onoe In a game. With his Iron
attack he opens up big holes through
which many a long gain Is made, and
hurls his 200 pounds Into the fray
with cyclone force. He is a player
of the old type In which size and muscle were requisites, but more than that
tin Is a field general and knows his
men and Is quick to seize the mo
ment of promise.
They call "Eddie" Stanard the
"Jersey Buffalo" this season. With
his 230 pounds of hard flesh and galvanized bone he la the king of Princeton's wonderful line of tackles. Going
strong in the preliminary work he la
called upon by his followers to fulfill
tbe prediction made by Walter camp
two years ago, that Stanard had the
makings of tho greatest tackle the
Very few
.crrirfirn him ever seen.
followers of pigskin cope have torgotten tie game the "Jersey Buffalo
put oa Ue OTange and black eleven
ttfo years ago, when he was a tower
Stanof Btreagth on the Tigers' line.weight,
His
ard halla from the west
combined with his astounding speed
fa-"-

ac-llo- n

j

j

star quarter. He is a wonderplayer and while diiving
fully
heady
his men to the limit of their speed a!- ways manages to send them against '
the weakest spots in their opponents
defense. He shows his strength best
In his remarkable open field running,
,1
His dodging is spectacular.
HI
"Keep your eye on big Jim McCormlck," Is a familiar foot ball salutaliig Jim Is not
tion In Princeton,
alone a scrapping player, but knows
('APT. iu 1j. jSillon.
A heady and steady player, who has how to tug ills halfbacks along in
a surprising manner. Ita can stand
won a reputation as a Held general.
a good deal of punishment. In fact,
and agility, makes him a real wonder nothing seems., to phase this hardy
Impregnable on the offensive, when he pigskin warrior, nnd bis nervy playing
tucks the leather under his arm and helped largely to gain or him last
drifts down the flil he knows neith- year the title of all American full
er the force of man or stone walls.
back. McCormlck is one of tboao w ho
"Jim" Cooney, last year's captain, can boot the leather with that amazflanks the Timers' line opposite Stan- ing spiral motion which sends tne
ard, Coonev is principally famous ns trophy far Into the enemy's country
one of the all American tackles In and makes it a hard pcopositlon to
19D4, when he proved himself a mas- Judge.
He is In great form tills year.
ter or the art of handling the bitter
Behind
the Tigers' defenses, Mc- pill to all or the big boys who essayed Cormick has to help him two
.little
to climb' bis ladder. Put out of the
whose speed and kicking power
game last year by an nccldent in the men
Invaluable.
fight with Columbia, ho is back to Tils make them
Tlbbott was sent into the Vale game
best form now. By magnificent, block
gala
ing and Irlliianl dashes Cooney knows last yiar with Instructions lostocky
He did. Harlan is a
how to make uie grand stand buz, pround.Virginian,
only 5 feet t; inches
from little
He springs
with excitement.
and weighing less than 1TO pounds
sturdy miner stock, to which ancestry tall
his powerfu limbs and hardy nature This year he has been getting sonic
beautiful field goals from tbe 35 and
hear witness.
lines and can place the pig- It will doubtless be a bard task skin
where It. will do the most good
when the season is over to choose the
Harlan
best quarterback In the country. Just about six times out of seven.
now "Eddie" Dillon is making a has the new rules down pat and his
strong bid for the distinction. The forward passes and outside kick drop
Yale game will decide wTiethcr the with machine precision.
With Brasher and Tooker, last sea- younger Tiger or "Tad" Jones is to
line up against Eckersall for the final son's ends out of the game, t he iigers
seemed to be against It until "Cap"!
selection.
Dillon Is a s'ight, wiry little felow Wister loomed up. He has shown his
and 'was a member of the champion prowess. He is a fierce and accurate
base ball team last spring. He is a tackier and cun get down the field.
Hoagland may get the other posuion.
clever track athlete. Preparing at
he came into foot hall fame He is full of life and spcd.
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GOOD POULTICE

Successors to

Vasi summer I was taking a spin one
day in a light trap out In the country,
and in attempting to pass a farmer's
wagon on a narrow road my trap was
overturned and 1 was thrown heavily to
the ground, sustaining a badly sprained
ankle," George Maxell says, in the St.
t.
"The farmer
Louis
came running up to assist me, and when
he found what was the matter returned
to his wagon and came back with a
few tobacco leaves under hla arm. 'If
you'll let me make a poultice out of
these and place It on your ankle It will
be all right in the morning,' he said,
and as 1 was about five miles from a
doctor's office, I told him to go ahead.
It couldn't do nip any harm, l thought,
and is might have a sliuhtly cooling ef
fect while I was driving back to towu.
lie dipped the leaves in the water of a
rreek near by, then l.oiitu! tticm tightly
around my ankle, with tne aid of a
handkerchief, and assisted nie into my
--
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Wtkntp avrythlna In stock to outfit tb
most fM$UJlous bar complete

Have been appointed exclusive agents In the Southwest for Jos. 8.
Schlitz, Wm. Lemp and St Louis A. B. C. Breweries; Yellowstone,
Green River, W. H. McBrayer's Cedar Brook, Louls Hunter, T.J. Mon.
arch, and other standard brands of whiskies too numerous to mention.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS. '
But sell the straight article as received by us from the best Ylnerlea,
Distilleries and Breweries in the United States. Call and Inspect onr
Stock end Prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Price Uat,
Issued to dealers only.

INTERNATIONAL

When I reached my rooms I
vehicle.
was surprised to find that the pain In my
EDDIE STANARD.ankle was much lessened, and decided to
i,ive the poultice a fair trial. In the
was abmorning when I awoke- tin-rwith natural precious stones, which solutely no pain In i:iy advU' whatever,
and only the hligt.ti.it buuKesiinu cf u.
ad valoare dutiable a 10 iper
I was aim- to Cun my shoes
rem. The collector decided thut the swelling.
artificial rubles, in the rough, came without trouble aiu!
tay attended
under the head of
to business as If noi;:;;ig had betallen
per
20
dutiable
at
manufacturers,
me.
Since then cue cT my lrieiiiis suf- cent, and from this ruling the im- - feret! a rpraln and
lo have a
porters appealed to tho board of gen-- , leaf tobacco poultice
hlcli repiled,
appraisers.
eral
it did in mine.
sulted in his ease ji...t
have aiu tried it in :.:.-.'instances of
TENNESSEE RIVER WILL
i!'.'
a pain and
BE NAVIGABLE YEAR ROUND slight - injury, whert
t ...
II
.1...
r......) .tint
Sheffield, Ala., Nov. 9. At a specially convened meeting of the Ten- invariably It relieved the pain within a
remarkably short tpaee of time, and
nessee River Improvement association here today Judge Thomas K. generally prevented any twoil.g. A
president
announced friend of mine claim to have tried it
Khoulac, tho
that owing to the past action of the with good results for a slight attack of
association an open, navigable river rheumatism, and 1 have no liouht that
of It actually did what he claims for It.
of the Tennessee at all seasons
the year to the Mississippi was now but. at any rate, for sprains or similar
assured.
injuries. I am now a firm advocate of
the simple, homely renmly to which I
APPLES ACCUMULATING
was introduced by my accident in the
IN NEW YORK LARGELY
Nw oYrk, Nov. 9. Apples are pil-- i country a feV months ago."
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BZAUTIFUL LAUREL TREES OF
THE PRADO, GATHERING PLACE
IS
MULTITUDES,
CAY
OF
LEVELED.
Special Correspondence.
Havana, Cuba., Nov. 9 Wlien the
Havana cyclone destroyed the fine
trees of the Prado it brought ruin to
the showplace and the pride of the
Cuban capital.
The. I'rado Is a parkway that op-p- o
JWds from the harbor entrance,
Ue fdorro castle, through the heart
The dispark.
ofibe city to aColon
mile. Midway in the
tance la about
length of the Prado Is the small Cent
tral park.
in th matter of hotels and resi
dences the Prado Is the Fifth avesuo
of the noteu
rf Havana. Theoflargest
the homes of the
and the finest
.rAiirhr adorn rU borders. It has
been by far the most attractive of the
resorts in me cuy.
The street is nearly 200 feet wide,
,M th nldes are colonnades and nar
row sidewalks. Next are wide drlve- in th center Is a double
iiiM
bordered by rows of mag
ninoeni laiit'ei trees that are reported
to have been' brought down by the
tempest.
At the gulf end and in Ccutral park
by
are band atands, each surroundedBand
several thousand iron seats.
concerts are gives at each of these
lilaces once or twice during the week,
Sunday nights two bands
and
tiold forth. On these occasions the
It
lYado presents a brilliant scene.
teoems as though all of Havana turns
The people
,ii r hear the music.
their liest and the
tiut-of-do-
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The AlbuQuerqua Gas, Electric Light and Power Go.
CORNER. 4th ANO GOLD
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pleasantly 8it'jateo.

: Faywood

easy

to reack.

relieves

pai::.

builds up the 8y8tem.

cures rheumatism,
cures i .oney ailments,

Springs

cures diabetes,
cures indigestion,
cures dropsy.

lMlt-H- .

ACCOMMODATIONS

FIRST

CLASS.

FAYWOOD,

.

KILLthe COUCH

&et Santa F Agent for round
trip rates, good for thirty days.
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ARTIFICAL RUBIES ARE
ARRIVING IN NEW YORK
New
9. Artificial
Nov.
York
rubies, which are technically called

rubles,
have com-reconstructed
i'
"TWOUS CAJE
to arrive In rough form lu
i!';re are Alas-ka'first representa- jjowj-- of lepresetitatlou in tin vaM the Maiden line district. The board
them
tive to congress, Frank N. Waskcy territorial
frozen t f appraisers are classifying rough
iti "lie
Tho
and Thomas ('ale. They were recent- north w cm Tin v will tuke their si'Uts tor custom purposes.
.! U
ly
ni'L.s HI be polished by New York
In llnnla HiiTl.'s
'
con, ing Mioti of congress, lapidaries.
Tbe polished rubles or
law iru.Hu lo.ly, under the regulation in
J'!''ons'ru'ted type r classified
til.i.i hiiiK tie vlii-- opens In December.
.f.ti.l"--
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your ROUGH DRY worl
and get it bad; Wednesday,

us
.

laundry

Co.

1
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1906

8,

sale Dec. I to 4 inclusive. Return limit
Dec. 10, 1906. Don't Tail to attend this
exhibition of Live Stock.
T. E. Purdy, Agent
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The Simple. Life

ing up here beyond the promise of
immediate demands, and though me-- I
...
j
ilium grades are not high in price HARES AND RABBITS DIFFER
further reduction In prices are ex-- I
peeled owing to the season's splendid Formar Has Longer Hind Legs, Kakae
crop. About seven thousand barrels
Greater Leaps and Is a
'
ere dally received here. and it is ex-- J
Hoaiad.
pected that further shipments will
add to the stock in hand. It Is not
On being
The hare is a camper-ou- t
an uncommon sight to see quantities alarmed, rabbits scuttle back to their
of
rall-apples
In
i
piers
on
the
-- a
and
the
burrows, says the Detroit
way yards and dealers are selling un
are below ground In a mo
der
the market quotations to reduce ment,and
tho lure is practically home"
but
T
J
fiielr stock. Western shippers would
do wxll to bear these facts In mind. less. It passes most of the day in what
Is called its "form," a mere depres
TUB TRADO. HAVANA CUBA.
sion in the open field, which a towns
LESS GAME KILLED IN
MAINE THAN LAST YEAR man might pass over without thinking
women of the rich families are ablaze
With the rapid growth that attends
Augusta,
Me., Nov. 9. Accidents that it was anything in particular, and
with jewels. The more aristocratic tropical conditions, the trees will be (rising from the careless handling of feud at night. A view of the hare
resort to the Malecon, on the shore replaced in comparatively few years, lire arms are being dally reported does not give the same impression of
front, while the common people but meantime the part of Havana that from tho woods. Six deaths having white as that received wnen the rabbit
favor Central park. Tho thousands has been most leautlful will be des- occurred up to tho present Game re- is in flight, for the tail of the bare is
of seats are all occupied. A crowd fills olate.
ceipts show a falling off as compared
on top and not always held upThe loss, though great, will not vith last ytar. Up to the present 842 black
the promenade all tho way from the
Cable iteer, it i moose and ten bears have Ll tit tbe lleetness and length of the
on
Cubans.
Malecon to the park. A solid line of weigh heavily
the
.,..
I.
hind legs of the hare and its leaping
.K
iu
carriages many of them private
b
brought in as against 137G deer, pace in such contrast with the tumB,)Wn
equpipages of the finest class, circles cyleone they filled tho cafes
are thing
the promenade In endless procession. as though nothing bad happened. As period last year. Dry wtathcr his bling run of the rabbit
which most clearly mark "puss" from
horses give action, and it is with revolutionists, bo is It with made It difficult to stalk game.
.
'bunny;' iu the flight. The length of
the great carriage lamps, gleaming cyclones, epidemics and other calaml-iesNothing is allowed o disturb the NORTH MICHIGAN
in tho darkness, add plctnreso,ueness
the hind leg la so great that the hare
WILL
serenity of tbe people.
straight
to the spectacle.
HAVE INTERURBAN ROAD has difficulty In making a
only
Detroit, Mich., Nov. 9. An Inter-urlm- course downhill. Harea are not
good runners, but good swimmers. RabraUway
to traverse northern
ATTORNEY GENERAL HADLEY
Muskegon county, the heart of the bits will enter the water when pressed
DELEGATES TO CONGRESS
AGAIN AFTER OIL PEOPLE oceumi fruit belt is now
assured hard, but do not like a wetting.
St. Louis. Nov. 9. The hearing of When the lino is completed it will
the states ouster suit against tho me;:u a ;reat deal for western and
If you want resnlts iu advertising,
Standard, Waters Plorce and Republic norilurn Michigan fruit dealers who
Oil companies was resumed here to- have their crops at present, almost tr- - uu lCvening Citizen want ad.
day.
Attorney General Hadley has destroyed owing to lack of railway
liniment will cure Ulind.
stated that h found on looking over communication.
F Hleeaiiifr
and Lchintf
on the official copy of the proceedings
ItbHori.!.thetuuiora,
of the former hearing that Mr. Pierce
uUuj tlie
as a iKiultire. it'vin instant re.
COMING EVENTS
the chairman of the Waters-Pierc- e
ltel. lr. Wllliums'Iutllunl'ileOlnl. (1
company had ordered tho official stenniniit in nreiHirol for l'llus ami Itchographer to change some of tho tesl-- '
Inn of the pnvmo purts. Kvtry boi isllv ilrui irists. t)V limit Oil retimony lie h.ul given at the time. Com- November n The maid and the r tpt. ofnrrioiteil.
priee ..() o noi ami SI. (HI. UJILLItMS
V
my.
Mu
in
!,...
missiouer Anthony has ruled that
M'IUFACTURINC
CO.. 1'rop. i lnelnn.l.
i"
l'lerce could not change his teslmony
November 13. Uncle Josh.
FOR CALK BY S. VANN & SON
'
on tho official copy of theproceedlngs
November 26 Uncle Tom's Cabin.
but that he could change his teslmony
December 10 The Holy City.
-,
dewhen he resumed his stand in the
December H King of Triumphs.
fen.se if he wished to do so. Today
December 29. Hooligan's Troubles,
ano CURE THe LUNGS
4 .'l
the def.-nsDecember 31 My Wife's Family.
is being continued.
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EXPOSITION

For the above occasion we will sell
tickets to Chicago and return at rate of I
$43 25 tor the round trip. TicKets on

n
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Chicago, III, Dec.

ct-n- t

SfJOWPLACE OF HAVANA
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THE STORM RUINED FAMED

IN

Wines, Liquors and Cigars

-

j

A GIOMI.

WHOLEBALK DEALER

Globe-Democra-

t

p. Bachechl, Treasurer.

Consolidated Liquor Company

Application of IUttla-Know- n
Bemtdy.

j

Chas. Mellnl, Sucretarj

J. D. Eakln, President.
G. GiomI, Vice President.

Sprain of the Ankle Curad by a Brief

I

Viz

n

i

nnnt'Dnfcl
i. i..t. ti i.r 1,1 :rutiuDj
iini uut ftiiun
iui
... Ill Of li).,iuuUt,
Haiti bj brutftfUto,
'
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New Discovery
60c
forC
Price

0UGH8 and
OLDS

u VS.. ,r,.i Liniekuut.
UUi

'J

$1-0-

Fres Trial.

all
Cure for
nn i.U.JVO-

and bUHU
orfllONJix auA

THROAT

US,

-

Dr. King's

WITH
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Albuquerque

Foundry and

Machine Works

It. R. MALL. Proprietor
Cart i;
iron and Bra.s Castlms; Ore. Col and Lumber
Pulleys, Grade Ban, Babbit Metal; Columns and lroa Frosts
Bulldlcgi.
Rep mire on Mining end mm
AJsaqaereae, P.
foundry east side ot railroad traea.
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FRIDAY,
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of us. We handle the
celebrated
line of stoves and rang- es. Prices and terms
to suit all.
BRIDGE-BEAC-

I'tAw

-

ri

Corntr Cm! an

AIRTIGHT

SifeT

&ss

"""""

'

Harnes S

v

BOTH

at Reduced

7J

Prices.
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SOME PEOPLE HAVE A NOTION THAT SPRING 19 THE, ONLY
TIME TO BUY A BUGGY. THAT NOTION IS COSTING THEM
MONEY.
WE ARE MAKING FALL BUYING POPULAR. LET UU
TELL YOU HOW. GOOD PICKING IN BOTH DEPARTMENTS.

EMMONS

Second

Vehicles.

v

Albuquerque Carriage Company

THE FURNITURE MAN

SUPERIOR

CCC0COCO09Or04

.AND.

If you buy your heater

'

PAGE SEVEN. "

HTIZEN.

Y. IN TEN HOURST WOW!

CHICAGO TO N

Hot Times
Are Coming
It

KVKIXO

AXBCQUEKQUE

9, 1906.

NOVEMBER

PROPOSED ROUTE. Or T1IK PROECTED ELECTRIC LINK.
NEW FINANCIAL STARS SELLING advertisements in the Sunday papers was a straight lino drawn from Chi-ppto New York, Just missing such
ns transit from the Widy City to the
STOCK BY SPECTACULAR METHmetropolis in ten hourson route l."o populous cities as Cleveland and ToODS IN A GLITTERING TRANSsteam ledo.
miles shorter than
PORTATION SCHEME.
.
line.
It's Up to the Engineers.
"Yes,"' said he promptly, "that's the
Wall street has bed, figuratively,
I am
swept off Its feet by the announce- route. It has been surveyed.
From the Prospectus.
' By far the largest revenue will bo ment of the n"w compny which, con- not well informed as to how the enadjecttes employed, gineers propose to get over the Allesidering the
derived from its passenger business.
mountains in a srtalght line,
'The revenue which the Air Line rtads not unlike the lltrary efforts of gheny
but they will do it."
will derive from this source (possible the circus advance ma.
"What are your plans for getting
The flscal agents dulare that the
government contracts for carrying
New
mail) will amount to at least 2,000,-000- . road can be built for $10,000,000. The terminal rights In Chicago andfreight
public ownership featres comes In York, for your passenger and
"Contracts with express companies with a plan to do awa- with the an- traffic?" I
"Well, do not know exactly. But
tique and troublesomt method of
can readily bo secured.
connever V a rallroaod built yet
there
py
bonding
to
its
for
the
road
receipts
Is
tne
estimated
annual
"It
and. insterl of a bond tnat did not get Into a city that it
from this population on first section struction
(between Chicago and Goshen, Ind.) issue, it is planned to build the line wanted to nter."
And then he made this remarkable
out of the sale of the '.ommon stock,
will be $10 per capita."
par value $lo0, advetised for sale statement "You reporters must not
lake the MaWment in our ndveriise-ment- s
now at $26 a share.
Special Correspondence.
aod- These
too serious.
Many are Bu ing.
vprtUi-mnntNew York, Nov. 9. Tiie oldest high
vnm wHttn fitr thp
In an office in the FUlron bnfhrlns, rrt,(1uIoili, pubuc. Vou know we have
finance merchants in Wall street are
made to look like babies in toyland cluttered with st. nognphers desks,,
appeal to tho unintelligent with big
beside the Imposing Napoleonic front the senior member of tje Burr estnli-- w(mls Tnat goeg wh u)
Tne
ready
was
was
he
an(
found
young
men from the west who
of two
rPC(,lnfg show )t, Wn(,n WI. Ret the
.
to
oucerning
his
questions
answer
w,
prohave entered New York and are
f(ln(,8 Jn lhIa
al,a(,
w0
He said:
moting a very .extraordinary railroad enterprise.
building the road."
!
com-enterprise.
"While the main offlcrs of the
Another extraordinary feature of the
They are known as Burr Bros.' and pany are In Chicago, ro are selling proposed line Is the pi iinlse that the
they are "fiscal agents" of the "Chica- stock here. This Is to to the greatest investors cannot lose.
"No matter,"
go-New
York Electric Air Line of American electric rslroads. It is says Burr's statement, "what the
Railroad Co.," which has placed stock to be built by the Investing public. stock certificate is worth as stock, no
on the market to sell direct to tne No work will be done mill we have matter what it is quoted in the marpublic on an installment plan.
the money from the pubic, so you see, ket, the bearer thereof can step on
If Burr Bros.' statement may be we have a sort of puhlc ownership the ten-hotrain for New Y'ork and
taken as true this railroad is to be a plan. I have lnvestigaed the char- pay his or her friend's fare with it,
public ownership enterprise with vari- acter of the men behlnl it and they or pay for freiglit to the amount of
ations.
That Is, the public Is to own are all right. The plai must be a $100, and all for a certificate of stock
the stock. It proposes to run a double good one, for there Is a great response that costs only $2fi at the present motrack electric line for passenger and from the public and lie money Is ment."
freight traffic from Chicago to New pouring in rapidly to u& How much?
Electrical engineers In this city deYork, in a lino drawn on the map as Well, I cannot say exactly.
It is a clare that the scheme is absurd. One
straight as It-- could be drawn with very encouraging amoint up to date." declared that if such a road was built
a rule, and it gives such modest hopes
Burr was shown the nap of the pro- It would cost nearer "$1,500,000,00
posed railroad as advertised.
and dreams in its alluring full-paThre than $1BO,000,000.'

PHONES

Cornir First Stritt and Tljtra

Avenum

o

arrived ia Santa Ft' Wvdnesday evening on a special train ami left again
They are on an
Thursday morning.
Inspection tour o( the road, looking
qvr the roadbed and scrutinizing the
bridges. Thfy went from Santa Fe to

FARGO

WELLS

IN WILL GET

C'liama.

VISIT212OUR
NEW STORE
NORTH SECOND STftCMT
WE HAVE THREE FLOOR3 COVERED WITH
STYLE9 ON THE MARKET OF

THE

LATEST

Frank Dibert, assistant secretary
Carriages, Buggies,
JS
and treasurer of the Santa Fe Contra!
railway, left Santa Fe to look after
Roundabouts, Etc,
i
personal business Interests at Eureka,
Kan.
Mr. Dibert formerly lived at
Harness & Saddles,
Eureka. He owns a business block
JCV""
there and a large, farm In the vicinity.
'
His Itinerary will also include a trip
to Topeka. He expects to be gone
Usual Thanksgiving Day Gift about a week.
lately there has been a greet rush
Will Be Made This
of travel to the gold fields in Nevada.
and the past week the traffic Is said
ALBUQUWmQUK, MEW MCMICO
Year.
to have exceeded that of any prevl-- ;
oils time.
The western roads are working up
Front time immemorial it has been
Co.'s colonist excursions from Kurope, and
the custom of the Wells-FargWE FILL
expraw to give each of the employes it is expected that there will be a
of the company at Thanksgiving a large Influx of homoseekers this comRIGHT
PRESCRIPTIONS
turkey for the big dinner. The cir- ing spring.
203 WEST RAILROAD AVEcular this year has been issued and
shipments of cattle are beAt Consistent
the present Is to be again forthcom- ingHeavy
NUE NEXT TO BANK OF
made from southern and central
ing.
COMMERCE.
Mexico
Prices
Yucatan.
to
There are a number of employes of
the company in the southwest. They
Washington, D. C, Nov. 9, 1906.
extend to many offices, to the routes
The resolutions favoring the restorover which the company operates, to ation of the army canteen for
the sale
MERCHANT TAILORING
THIRD STREET
, wagon men in the towns and cities, of beer and light wines to soldiers un- route agents who are on the road. der proper restrictions,
unanimously
men f high and men of low salary. ) a(pted by Advance Tent, Independ
UPSTAIRS, OVER NO. 209 WEST
i uru IB uu uici imiuuuuu, uuwtrvvi,
RAILROAD
AVENUE. O. BAM- ent Order of Rechabites, of U-- city,
in the turkey business.
The man perhaps the oldest temperance organAll Kind of Fresh and Salt Mote.
BINI,
PROPRIETOR.
who gets the helper's pay of $45 per ization In the world, have aroused
Steam Sausage Factory.
month gets his trukey Just as does great interest in temperance circles.
EMIL KLEINWORT.
My merchant tailoring sbop Is up- Masonic Building, North Third Street.
the general superintendent, who used
Many
members
are
of
order
this
1o be a helper in the long ago, but men who
stairs over No. 209 West Railroad avehave served In the army,
nue, where I solicit the patronage of
who mow gets a better salary.
know all about the evil effects of exWhoa turkeys were first given by cessive drinking
the public. All work guaranteed first-claspersonal
experi'
from
as I have had fifteen years' ex
the company to their employes they ence, and they realize that the aboliperience in the business. Suits made
could huy good hens at forty cents tion of the canteen is responsible
for
to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed ana
and gobblers at sixty. But in the tlie increase of drunkenness
among
cournu of time northern provision
repaired. The specific I use will not
with Raaoe A Mauper.
soldiers.
men ane in and began buying, killinjure the cloth. Ladles' garments
Office, 113 North First St.
Under
present
soldconditions,
the
ing, dressing and shipping, and the
walking skirts made
cleaned
also
and
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.
at low resorts on the outturkey business is now soinehlng dif- ier drinks army
to
me
Give
order.
a
trial.
posts, without any reof
O. BAMBINI
ferent from the purchuse out of a skirts
oop en a farmer's wagon. The price strictions whatever. Wlfh the canteen,
API
advocated by the Rechabites, he
of turkeys now is twenty cents a as
MOTT'S PENNYROYAL PILLS Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Ha
pound wholesale. It will be more a will drink under government supervision and restrictions, under which
little later, and as an average turkey overindulgence
Grain and Fuel.
is impossible.
Iftrltr nd otilHfiioit,Ui4jt-fKMvitcor
weighs about twelve to fourteen
iiia iinnifn pam ik Tnrnirut Fine Line of Imported Wines, Liqian
In
addition,
propose
Rechabites
the
poinds, the birds will cost from $2 up.
lion." Tlifty fere Llfto Marera'
ana Cigara. Place your order tea
to irlrls at woniftnhoou, niclin
This gift from the company extends that the government, in framing the
this line with ts
of ortfuii and Kotly. No
canteen
law,
should discriminate
qualfl
known remedy for women
to the employes of the system from
NORTH THIRD STRXOTb
in
strongly
favor
of
boor,
wbiah
liaa
the Atlantic to the Pacific.
From time immemorial moralists have railed
a very small percentage of alcohol,
"Sii fmim MOTT CHEMICAL J0..'-uw,at the vanity of woman. Here is a woman, and a
and light wines. It is believed that the
TERMINAL TO BE
M. DRAG0IE
. ANN ft SON.
FOR SALE) BY
Somier
will
be
satis
Bed
with
these
beautiful one at that, who says that vanity is an
MOVED NEXT MONDAY.
beverages obtained under favorable
Dealer In
imperishable instinct; that vanity, like love, is
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
Carrizozo WIN Be New Division Point conditions, and that he will be less
likely to indulge in vile and ardent
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, aM
one of the great forces that makes the world go
on E. P. &. 8. W.
All Kinds of Fresh Meat.
The divisioa terminal on the east- liquors than at present.
1
; that to be vain is a duty to humanity and
round
INSURANCE,
REAL.
ESTATE
tOO North Broadway, corner of Wm
This action of the Rechabites has
ern division of the Southwestern will
NOTARY
PUBLIC.
an essential of success.
lsgton avenue, AJboquerqtie, N. &
be chaaged from Alamogordo to Carri- the support of army officers and miliRoom 5, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
The Spanish war
zozo next Mondav, says the EI Paso tary organizations.
174.
Telephone.
Automatic
vtterans at ihelr recent convention
an original view; what is your opinion?
Herald.
&
Work of moving the equipment of here, unanimously directed its legisof
old
This
defense
REAL, B3TAT&
an
our
time
is
INSURANCE,
set
in
FIRE
forth
sin
press
congress
lative
committee to
for
the terminal has been in progress for
LOANS.
new magazine
the past three months and the change the restoration of the canteen.
Automatic phone 451.
The Rechabites maintain that by
in the division point has been daily
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Building.
expected for the last two weeks. making it possible for soldiers to obEverything will be in readiness for tain such comparatively harmless liq
the opening of the new division point uors as beer and light wines under
at Carri.ozo the first day of next government regulations, the cause of
true temperance will be better upheld
week.
For a while it was uncertain than by driving them to low resorts
Genera! Repair Shop.
whether a sufficient supply of water beyond the government reservations.
Furniture Ticked and crated: rasa
o
eould be obtained at Carrizoso or not,
line and gas stove repaired.
but doubt concerning this was disMrs. Bambini, at ser parlors. No.
pelled about three weeks ago, when 209 West Railroad avenue, is ore- Next to Walton's drug store. Bout
drillers struck a good flow of water.
pared to give thorough scalp treatThird street.
.The reason of the changing of the ment, do hair dressing,
corns,
division terminal Is the location of bunions and ingrowing nails. She
Carrizozo with regard to the ends of gives massage treatment and manicurthe eastern division of the Southwest ing. Mrs. Bambini's own preparation
DRAINING A PURSE
ern.
News-stan- ds
Carrizozo is very near enul of complexion cream builds up the
INSURANCE.
dlsant between El Paso and Santa skin and Improves the complexion.
Secretary Mutual Building Assoet
is not our source of livelihood wo
Rosa, the extremities of the division and is guaranteed not to be injurious.
Office at 217 West RaUrea
and the location of the terminal point boe also prepares a hair tonic that
believe iu giving honest work, honest tlos.
avenue.
at Carrizozo will make a more equal cures and prevents dandruff and hair
materials, for lionest money. If there
Till: F RANK A. MUNSHY CO., New York
division in the number of miles that falling out; restores life to dead hair:
is a single tntng wrong wltft your
removes moles, warts and superfluous j
train and engine crews will travel.
VY. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
plumbing no matter how little, no
hair. Also a face powder, a freckle'
STRIKING RAILWAY CLERKS
cure and pimple cure and pile cure.
matter how big we'll be glad to at LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND TRANSCLAIM GETTING STRONGER All of the.se preparations are purely
FER STABLES.
tend to It properly, attend to it at
The striking railway clerks claim vegetable compounds. Hare just ad-- 1
Horses and Mulee Bought and Unexpense.
that victory is near for them, says aed a vibrator machine for treatment
reasonable
changed.
Evening Citizen, with all the news of the
Sixty cents per month brings
the Kl Paso Times. Everywhere they of scalp, face and cure of wrinkles.
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CJITY
s
claim
are quitting It Is also used for rheumatism, pains
world, fresh and crisp, right to your door.
Standard Plumbing & Healing Co Second Street, between Railroad and
ihelr places and Joining the strikers and ma 8 sage
Copper Avenue.
i
and the railroads are showing s'nns
of weakening.
Ixxally two of the night men ani
one of the day force have quit wiihin
the past two days and will be taken
H
into the brotherhood.
A telegram from President Wilbur
Hragglns. of the clerks, received by H
the local officials, is to the effect that
U
h conference is expected daily to se- H
cure an adjustment of the differences.
i0
The mayors of several of the cities on
the system between El Paso and New
Orleans have taken up the cause of H
H
the strikers, with what success Is tin
B
a speeciy adjustment now H
kdowb.
Mexico
Railroad Metropolis of
HELEN 18 31 MILES SOUTH OV ALBUQUERis confidently looked forward to bv
B
AND
MAIL
ALL
FAST
EXPRESS,
LIMITED
MAIN
QUE.
N.
OK
M.,
THE
AT THE JUNCTION
the local men.
Fe Railway
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of
m
LEADING
LINE OF THE SANTA FE SYSTEM
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE 8ANTA FE WILL GO
SWITCHMEN MAY NOT
KANSAS
EAST AND WEST FROM CHICAGO,
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN,
GO ON STRIKE.
CITY. GALVESTON AND POINTS EAST TO SAN
A Chicago dispatch
says:
EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
The
FRANCISCO,
IXS ANGELES. AND FROM THE
Switchmen's union declined the prop- H
H
EASTERN AND NORTHERN STATES TO EL
osition made by the managers of the
H
B
PASO AND TEXAS.
railroads entering
THE LOTS OFFERED ARB IN THE CENTER
Chicago to arbitrate the demands of the men for au
1.000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS, 25x
OF THE CITY. WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM
increase in wages of ten cents an
140 FEET, LAID OUT WITH BROAD 80 AND
IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION) ; NO SAND OR
B
hour. The railroad managers then of- M
STREETS, WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE,
MODERN
A FIRST-CLASNEED
WE
GRAVEL
fered the men an increase of three H
B
WITH BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK
cents an hour and proposed arbitraHOTEL AND A GOOD.
U
B
PUBLIC
TREES;
SHADE
OLD
AND
GRAND
tion of the question of whether or
SCHOOL HOUSE. COSTING $16,000; CHURCHES;
not the men should receive the ten M
B
cents iucrease.
COMMERCIAL CLUB; A POPULATION OF 1.S00
U
B
The men took the proposition of the
PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE MERCANTILE ESOUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE IOW AND
employers under consideration and It
TABLISHMENTS; THE BELEN PATENT ROLLER
TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT;
Is exptcted a reply will be returned
MILL. CAPACITY 150 BARRELS DAILY; LARGE
PURCHASE
DEEDS.
WARRANTY
this afternoon. The general impresWINERY; THREE HOTELS, RESTAURANTS, ETC.
S
MAY REMAIN ON
MONEY CASH.
sion among both the employers and
BELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR
the switchmen was that a comproNOTE. WITH MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE
fl
WOOL. FIjOUR. WHEAT. WINE. REANS AND HAY
mise would be reached
YEAR. WITH 8 PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.
IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
B
ITS IMPORTANCE
TUh survt y fur a pKiJici.d m w limAPPLY AT ONCE FOR MAI'S AND PRICES, IF
AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL
RAILROAD CITY IN
B
it! the Pacific coast, which will also
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS.
THE
HE
ESTIMATED.
NEAR
NOT
FUTURE
CAN
tap Mexico, Is bcinn made from Sait V
t'itj. it is iiiidersiixid the
fl
IOgtOa)00o-oos0'oooo- o
interests' are Imck of the en
WM. M. BERBER, SeCy.
JOHN BECKER, P.es.
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L. K. SHOEMAKER

In the November Number
Now on Sale at all

A. E. WALKER,
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$1.00 a year
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ALMEIA GRAPES
CHESNUTS
COCONUTS
BANAAS
WHIT GRAPES
BLAC GRAPES
AT MLOY'S.

LOCAL, AND

PERSONAL
White, a railroad man, l here
from Gallup.
Tom S. Hubhell left for Kl rasp
last nlgbt on a l.uxluess trip.
Wade Khlne, time keeper on the He
x
len cutoff, Is in from Helen.
W. C. Halle, a rancher of S.an An
tenlo, N. M., Is here for a brief stay.
Ivan Orunsfeld. of the dry goods
firm of Grunsfeld Bros., left on the
flyer today for flallup.
Mrs. It. K. Follow, wife f Manager
I'ellow of the Kl Paso Harvey house
Is In the eity the guest of friends.
George Armijo, county clerk elect
of Santa Fo county, was one of last
night's arrivals from the Capital City.
Fred Schmidt, a well known cattle
raiser and ranchman of San Marcial,
Is In the city on business and picas
ure.
Captain Fred Fornoff came in from
Santa Fe last night in company with
John Collier, also of the mounted t'O'
lice.
J. I'. Gilchrist, who travels out of
San Francisco, is nere from Santa Fe
calling on the trade with a new line
of samples.
Mrs. Yulll a former parishioner of
Rev. J. w. Barrons, in Marseilles, III.,
arrived laBt nlgnt on o. 1 to make a
visit with the family.
J. F. Delaney, representing Or. Kil
mer & Co., manufacturers of "Swamp
Hoot, was In the city yesterday from
Hlnghamton, N. Y.
Mrs. Margaret Starkweather,
Mrs.
T. M. Comstock and Miss Ada Head
arrived at the Alvarado ytsterduy
from Keokuk, Iowa.
H. Ernst, advance agent fo r the
L'ncle Josh Perkins show, Ih laid up
t the Sturges suffering from a threatened attack of la vrlppe.
J. M. Dennis, a well known lumler
man of Rhodes, Ariz., who has been in
the Duke City for the past several
days, has returned to his home.
Fred J. Robinson, special representative of the Chicago Tribune is visiting the principal cities of the territory. He is in Albuquerque today.
The usual concert will be given on
Sunday night at the Alvarado by Prof.
1)1 Mauro and
pianist. Classical as
wen as ropuiar music will he ren- dered.
F. A. Jones, the well known 'mining
engineer of Albuquerque, ! ft town
this morning for El Paso, White Oaks
and other points. He expects to be
away from town about thirty days.
A. Staab, of Sunla Fe, Is here to
attend to business matters in this city
and will be the guest of his son, Julius Staab. He will be absent from
Santa Fe a week or ten days.
Prof. F. A. Sullivan, an eminent
who lectured before the late
New Mexico convention of undertakers, Is registered at the Alvarado. He
was at Roswetl a few days ago.
Dr. McClary of New York City, who
will lecture this evening at the Con
gregational church on the sublet,
"The Mission of Mirth," arrived on
the limited this morning from the
east,
Mr. Williams, frho was down soit'u
representing the Occidental Life Insurance company, has returned to the
city. He spent a. few. days at
Cruces, visiting Dr. and Mrs. R. K.
('.

What use
...

you have far im depends on how useful we are to you. Therefore ttis up to iib to make ourselves Indispensable.
How? By selling shoes that will give you fo much satisfaction that
you will ask for them again.
Now do we sell this kind? The steady . Increase of our business Js1
our argument that we do. A tiial will prove positively that we do.
i

-

.

Shoes for boys and girls.
Shoes for women
Women's tiouse slippers.
Shoes for mca
House Slippers for men.

to

$2.50
to 5.00

$1.00
1.D0

.60

to

1.50

1.73

to

4.00

to

2.00

.75

SAUCES

AND CONDIMENTS.

wTien purchased at F. K. Trotter's
grocery store, are sure to bring the
right flavor to all dishes into which
they enter. This is because we always procure toe best manufactured.
e find out first what brands are reliable and personally guarantee them.

F. F. TROTTER
and

.Noa. 118

South Second street.

12u

T. Y. MAYNARD

GEO. W. HICKOX.

Holidays are rapidly approaching.
None realize this fact, more
than do we, and anticipating a repetlou of the gratifying patronage
accorded us last holidays, we hare purchased the finest line of Rich
Cut Glass, Hand Decorated China and Sterling Silver Ware, In
to our usual lines ever known In this city. The goods are on
.display la our salesroom, South Second Street, and we cordially Invite
your early Inspection. Special attention paid to rnall inquiries.
Th
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Hickox-Maynar- d
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Leading

Jewelers

Bond in Your Wateho tor atopalra

THE ARCH FRONT. ,

SOUTH SECOND

ALBUQUERQUE

HARDWARE

STREET.

GO.

Fourth and Railroad A venae
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No

I

II

Mill

Waste Fuel

jj

WILSON

HOT BLAST DOWN DRAFT

HEATER
and it will be roaring in five minutes.

The perfect damper system enables
you to keep fire for 36 hours.

ALBUQUERQUE

HARDWARE

GO.

SOLE AGENTS

'"

Ell
iraJe

mm

THE

Diamond

Palace

RAILROAD AVE.

W;cp.

.ifwelry. Cut Jlai.
Mrw,
t.1 suaranrva. a SQUARE DEAL.

st

.f,,r.-

We

-
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A.

McBride.
J. M. Sandoval, who ran on

The Wilson Hot Blast Heater ia so constructed that it burns into actual heat every ounce of
coal and every bit qf gas. There is no waste.
Wot onjjrdoes jt cut fuel bills in half,
but it gives greater heating power
than any other heater knovn.
Start a fire in a

Diamonds.

EVENING CITIZEN.

ALBUQUEKQE

MGE tlGHT.

t

the

peo-

ple's ticket in Sandoval county Tuesday and was defeated, is In the city,
receiving consolation from local candidates of this county who failed of
election.
Mr. and Mrs. Lyon, friends of Geo.
P. Learnard, arrived here yestenlaj
from Highland Park, Michigan, ana
will Bpend the wlntei
Mr. Lyon
Is In the banking business in Detroit,
Michigan.
Richard F. Heller, the Cabe.on merchant, who has been here the past
few days purchasing
holiday goods
from the local wholesale merchants,
expects to get away for .his home tomorrow morning.
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Alexander of
Warren, Pa., friends ' of Dr. Cams,
are In Albuquerque, where Mrs. Alexander will remain for the winter In
search of health. Mr. Alexander will
return to his home In Warren in a
few days.
Prfo. Geo. W. Ramsey has sold a
half Interest in the New Mexico agency for the Underwood typewriter to
Mr.
Mr. Burtner, the photographer.
Burtner and Mr. Ramsey have formed
a company to be known as the Albuquerque Hardware Exchange.
Special convocation of Rio Grande
chapter No. 4, R. A. M-- , this evening
at 7:30 o'clock, for work in the past
master and most excellent master degrees. Saturday night work in the
Royal Arch degree. By order of the
high priest. J. C. Ferger, secretary.
Mrs. Blackburn, wife of J. W. Black-hum- ,
engine Inspector in the Santa
Fe shops, returned to her home at
1034 South Broadway yesterday.
Mrs.
Blackburn has been on a two months
visit to Kansas Citv and Hooneville,
Mo.

o

we will have a large
hlpmenof live and dressed spring
chickent which we will have to tell
cheap, all and tee them. .J. W. An.
Tomoow

Occidental building.

Co.,

derson

SATRDAY S SPECIAL SALE.

snaps..,

ginger
2 His. fr-2 cans f corn
2 II, s nfoila crackers
2 pkes f Force
1

niay think jou can get
along very well with- piano, but If
out
you will consider a moment you wilt
realize that with a thoroughly Rood
piano n your home there Is musical
enjoyment for you without end.
A Mood piano will make vour home
twice ns attractive, provide unlimited
pleasure for you and your friends,
furnishing a safe Investment
that has little depreciation because of
the high reputation each .make we sell
enjoys.
Isn't !l n mistake to put off owning a piano any longer, especially
when there Is no reason under the
sun for the delay?
Why should you delay?
Not because of terms, because we
have told you again and again that
payments may be arranged to meet
your wishes. Not because of nny
doubt about the quality of the piano
you may select, for that Is guaranteed

T

Houselippers for men, womtn und
children Kelt or sort kid, black or
colored. dain or with fur tops. The
kind ttt combines daintiness with
comfort nd wear. Prices range from
' May's Shoe Store, 314
fine to $"
West Itlroad avenue.

,lTc
ir,e

I.'ic
'Joe

.

hottteof catsup, 1 hottlr of. .
chow 'iow and 1 bottle of chill

sauce
3 cans
mustard sardines
"Diadem our new brand of butter
Is as he a grade as It Is possible totnake, at this sale
Pan cak flour, per pkg
2 cans f California plums
High grde sorghum, per can....
Macaror, per pkg . . :
8 bars ohigh grade laundry soap
THE MAZE.
Wn. Kl EKE, Proprietor.
-o
SPEIAL FOR SATURDAY.

2.c

FRIDAY,

ORc

25c

be-si-

CHtlSTMAS SUGGESTION.

Inspec Our Holiday Offerings of
CABINIT PHOTOGRAPHS AT $3.00
PER DOZEN.
Why Pay More? Ooen Sundays.

Wholomale

two-pie-

i

&

BETTER

STYLE.

FITTING,

LONGEST

TODAY.
MANUFACTURED
CLOTHING
EVERY GARMENT MADE BY THIS WELL KNOWN
CLOTHING FIRM IS GUARANTEED ALL WOOL.
"We

have more complete lines and better assortment

Suits $15.00 to $30.00OvercoaU $12.00 to $28.00
Pants $4.00 to $8.00
i

'MM7

i

The Railroad Avenue Clothier

SUA (UJ
& FIRST
STREET

NORTH

Between Railroad and Ceppar A ve.

GREIN LIMA BEANS
CELERY

WHI'E GRAPES
BLACK GRAPES
CALIFORNIA TOMATOES

I

STEEL RANGES

AT MALOY'S.
--o-

YOUf CREDIT IS GOOD WITH E.
MAHAFAN. 516 WEST RAILROAD.
CLOTHE
YOUR FAMILY
FOR $1
PER WEEK.

B5!5
S 8.00 aild

Tomirrow we will have everything
good t eat for Sunday dinner. Come
and aee the finest grocery atore in Albuquerque. J. W. Anderson &. Co., Oc
LARGE IMPORTED CHESTNUTS
SMALL SWEET CHESTNUTS
MALEGA GRAPES

FRESH TOMATOES
LIMA BEANS
WAX BEANS
GREEN BEANS

I

heating wo

cooking!

5Cj

STOVES

1

cidents building.

a

UP

urge

Mniai

(

0C

&

1

5c

ARTICLES
I

IN

.

AB.UNOAHCE

Hardware, Crockery, Harn'e'ss, Saddled
Agents for Diamond Edge Tools and Cutlery

ARTICHOKES
CALIFORNIA

tHk
'

LETTUCE

GROCERY C -

JAt-h-

'"Good Thing to Eat."

FEE'S
8TORE.

Homo Comfort, Miller and National Ranges,
Round

National

Peninsular

and
5

HODS, STOVE BOARDS, FIRE SETS, ETC.
GET OUR PRICES BEFORE BUYING

COAL

WHITNEY COMPANY,

KREAM

The Largest Hardware House in the Southwest
PLUMBERS AND
TINNERS

DOC - W AH - JACK

HONEY
Ten iKituids of the best extracted
honey, II. Sixty-pouncan for
Order by postal. W. I. Allen, Box 202
City.

i

d

Oak,

Heating Stoves.

PEERLESS HOME-MADAT WALTON'S DRUG

Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK
BREAD and take no other.

,

THE BEST GOODS AT THE LOWEST PRICES

Live chix, dressed chix, Ssalshipt
oysters, fruits and fresh vegetables at
W. Anderson & Co., Occidental
building.
CANDIES.

n
n

TWIE

PRIVATE SALE.
house,
Furniture for a seven-roopractically new weather oak, decided
ly modern In every detail, and iwthout
a marred piece; must be sold between
now and the first of December. The
house Is also now nnd modern and
can be rented with the furniture in It.
Three rooms are now rented to roomers for rent more than equal to the
house rent. A snap for some one
Just coming to the city. Everything
is completly sanitary and only reason
for selling Is that young couple own
ing the property is going away. Call
at 421 South Third street.

lie.403,nr.North rirut Utromt
401,
moutn

113.

rirt mtroot

AenU:

Winchester Arms aad Ammunition,

Hercules

Pder and High

Explosives.

Albuquerque, New Mexico

WHY PLANT THE SEED VARIETY WHEN YOU CAN HAVE THE
"SEEDLESS
ORCHARD
APPLE"
AT SMALL COST? N. W. ALGER,
124 SOUTH WALTER STREET.

Our ROUGH DRY work don't f.ave
to be washed over, imperial Laundry Co.

ff

The Woman's Exchange Is the only
place In the city, where you can always buy
d
goods. Try our
piex baked on paprus pie plates. Wo101
Exchange,
man's
West Railroad
avenue.

rz-

'

A

home-cooke-

OTTO

All

PURE FOOD

i!'"M MliM'

H

ABSOLUTELY

.Sift

PURE.

Hours

KLEINWORT, Proprietor

'

,

-- -.

resemble the Rliio Point in their delicacy of flavor and plump. bite meat;
south shore, tne
Imt re much larger", and come from the north shore of Long Mund iusteail of the
home
s,t.,i oy a!i tae ufist hotels and restaurants where a large oyster Is deoysters are of the National
sired u"tu ure considered to he without a peer In their own class. These

l'1,gJnu'ar(1

own raiting.
Ovier Carrier Company's
We use the Sealshlpt Carriers, so that

as when 'hey leave the Ftie!l.

SOCIAL DANCE
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
AT THK
COLOMBO HALL DANCING SCHOOL

ladies Free

BLUE POINTS

Thrt? oyster

Railroad Avaua

Amission 50c

1

NORTHPORT SELECTS

Jap-a-la- c.

W.

--

the aristocracy among oysters
FORM
CRft
.v.
equal them in delicacy
of flavor or in the purity of their
i
white meat. They demand higher prices,
i
as they are considered by epicures to be
the choicest oysters obtainable. The only Blue Point beds in the
United States are located in the Great South Bay, on the south shore
of Long Island. This bay is fed by the waters of the Atlantic and by
numerous streams of cold, sparkling spring water. There are no cities
or factories along this shore, so that the water is entirely pure and free
from contamination.
1

Headquarters for Low Prices
on Leather, Paints, Varnishes,
Brushes and
408

-

V.LUciiMtt

Thos. F. Keleher

4

MORE
WEARING

.115-11- 7

CAUJFLOWER

ce

I-

Hart, Schaffner & Marx
Suits, Overcoats? Pants

It Will Pay You to Trade With

MILLETT 8TUDIO.

Open Day and Night

two-piec- e

WE SELL

end ttotmll

26 West Railroad Avenue.
o
FOR SATURDAY
GREIN PEAS
STRNG BEANS
CALFORNIA HEAD LETTUCE
WATER CRESS

Short Orders at

Wool
suits, good weight, only $t.jO
per suit.
We invite your inspection.
V..
U'AMIill'KN Co

to $4.50

York--$- 2

of styles this season than ever before.

Best American Block
$6.50
8.50
Hard Nut Coal
Larger Sizes
9.50
6.00
Domestic Gas Cke
$2per
load
Green Mill Wood,
-5
Dry Mill Wood, per load
2.75
per
load
Factory Blocks,
3.00
Also Native Stove Wood and Kindling
in All Sizes.
Phones Black, 280
Auto. 416

Best 15c and 25c meals in
the city.
Home cooking.
Special attention to ladies.

suit.

styles from New

Coal and Coke

305 South First Street

We have just received a complete line of Boy.-.-'
Underwear. These goods are full cut, well made garments, from a reliable factory and we can recommend
them for good durable wear.
Union Suits only $1.00.
Flee ce lined
suits 75 cts. and $1 00 j. r

Just in a handsome line of new

When you next go shopping way
not call here and select the piano that
suits you?
Awattiug your call we are
Very respect full v,
' LEARN" A RD & LINDEMANN,
206 West Gold Avenue.
New Mexico's largest Piano Buyers.

a

Boys' Underwear

AND NOTE THE INSTANT BETTER.
MENT IN YOUR APPEARANCE

by us.
If there Is any other reason we
don't know of it, and if you will como
in and tell us what 1t is wp believe
wc will bo able to clear the difficulty

People's Restaurant

i

Invest in a new vest

W. H. HAHN & CO.

AT
Th JAFFA GROCERY CO.
Good Things to Eat."
BOST.N BAKED BEANS
AND BROWN BREAD
REOY AT 5 O'CLOCK P. M.
PLKE. YOUR ORDERS IN
ADVANCE.
Th JAFFA GROCERY CO.
Good Things to Eat."

9, 1906.

T

I IIwJ

2'ic away.
30c
11c
25c
15c

NOVEMBER

MA

we receive them nt our store iu as

I

erfect

a

condl ion

H

